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Summary
Partial differential equations play an important role in engineering applications. It is
often possible to solve these equations only approximately, i.e. numerically. Therefore
number of successful discretization techniques has been developed to solve these equa-
tions. The presented discontinuous Galerkin method seems to be very general method
to solve this type of equations, especially useful for hyperbolic systems. Our aim is to
solve aeroacoustic problems, where propagation of acoustic waves is described using lin-
earized Euler equations. This system of equations is indeed hyperbolic and therefore the
discontinuous Galerkin method was chosen. The most important aspects of this method
is ability to deal with complex geometries, possibility of high-order method and its local
character enabling efficient computation parallelization. We first introduce the discontin-
uous Galerkin method in general for one- and two-dimensional problems. We then test
the algorithm to solve advection equation, which was chosen as a model case of hyperbolic
equation. The method will be finally tested using number of verification problems, which
were formulated to test methods for computational equations, including verification of
boundary conditions, which, similarly to computational fluid dynamics, are important
part of computational aeroacoustics.

Abstrakt
Parciální diferenciální rovnice hrají důležitou v inženýrských aplikacích. Často je možné
tyto rovnice řešit pouze přibližně, tj. numericky. Z toho důvodu vzniklo množství dis-
kretizačních metod pro řešení těchto rovnic. Uvedená nespojitá Galerkinova metoda se
zdá jako velmi obecná metoda pro řešení těchto rovnic, především pak pro hyperboli-
cké systémy. Naším cílem je řešit úlohy aeroakustiky, přičemž šíření akustických vln je
popsáno pomocí linearizovaných Eulerových rovnic. A jelikož se jedná o hyperbolický
systém, byla vybrána právě nespojitá Galerkinova metoda. Mezi nejdůležitější aspekty
této metody patří schopnost pracovat s geometricky složitými oblastmi, možnost dosáh-
nout metody vysokého řádu a dále lokální charakter toho schématu umožnuje efektivní
paralelizaci výpočtu. Nejprve uvedeme nespojitou Galerkinovu metodu v obecném pojetí
pro jedno- a dvoudimenzionalní úlohy. Algoritmus následně otestujeme pro řešení rovnice
advekce, která byla zvolena jako modelový případ hyperbolické rovnice. Metoda nakonec
bude testována na řadě verifikačních úloh, které byly formulovány pro testování metod pro
výpočetní aeroakustiku, včetně oveření okrajových podmínek, které, stejně jako v případě
teorie proudění tekutin, jsou nedílnou součástí výpočetní aeroakustiky.
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1 Introduction
The central theme of this master’s thesis is solving problems involving sound propagation
in moving fluid. We are especially interested in field of science called aeroacoustics, which
studies sound generated by fluid motion. There are number of situations from everyday
life, where we deal with sound generated by fluid motion, e.g. whistling, where sound is
produced by air motion through appropriately formed lips. Aeroacoustics is still in these
days an open field, which is progressively studied.

In the past, the main application was aircraft industry. Formerly, the noise pollution
was considered to be caused by noise coming from vibrating parts of aircrafts. This
gave rise to field of vibroacoustics. The causes of this noise were studied and successfully
suppressed and therefore it was found that there are other sources of disturbing sound.
Nowadays aeroacoustics is more widespread - the most common sources of noise are cooling
systems and various fans found everywhere around us. Aeroacoustics also found its place
in automotive industry due to rising demands of comfort of passengers. Examples are
noise generated in cooling units of cars as well as noise transferred to the interior of car
through windows etc.

The progress in aeroacoustics was made possible by growing computational power of
computers. This field of science is generally called computational aeroacoustics (CAA).
There are many different numerical methods used in CAA. The power of today computers
makes it even possible to solve directly the most general Navier-Stokes equations (NSEs)
governing fluid dynamics. These methods involve Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS ),
Large Eddy Simulation (LES ), Reynolds Averaged Numerical Simulation (RANS ) etc. We
have a broad choice of commercial software for Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
simulations, e.g. ANSYS CFX, ANSYS Fluent, COMSOL Multiphysics or Star-CCM+,
as well as some successful open-source/freeware alternatives like OpenFOAM. But since
the computational domain is often very large in case of CAA applications, this approach
is often not possible due to memory requirements.

Therefore hybrid approach is often chosen. In this case we perform a CFD simulation
to simulate the flow of the fluid (often gas) in the area where turbulent flow occurs and
sound is generated. We then compute the aeroacoustic sources on the basis of results of
the CFD simulation. Stochastic methods are common among methods how to compute
aeroacoustic sources, namely e.g. Random Particle Method (RPM ) or Stochastic Noise
Generation and Radiation (SNGR). The results of the CFD simulation and the computed
aeroacoustic sources are then incorporated into the governing equations for describing
sound propagation. Therefore this approach can be viewed as two-step:

1. CFD solver is responsible to compute the mean flow and aeroacoustic sources are
computed based on these results.

2. These results are passed to acoustic solver, which is used to simulate the propagation
of acoustic waves.

This thesis only focuses on the second step, i.e. propagation of acoustics waves.
The outline of this thesis is as follows. In the first chapter we will focus on derivation

of linearized Euler equations (LEEs) as we will use these equations to describe sound
propagation phenomena. Other equations have been derived as well, namely acoustic
perturbation equations (APEs), to overcome possible hydrodynamic instability of LEEs,
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[9]. In either case, we get a system of PDE1 to solve. To this end we will introduce
the discontinuous Galerkin method (DGM ) in the two consequent chapters as a suitable
space discretization technique for solving the LEEs and hyperbolic systems of PDEs in
general. This method was introduced in [24] to solve neutron transport equation. We
will first present this method in one dimension (1D) and then show its generalization to
two-dimensional (2D) case. Next chapter will cover time discretization techniques with
emphasis on Runge-Kutta (RK ) methods. We will close this general part of thesis with
testing problems for the presented numerical method, namely the advection equation
in both 1D and 2D. We will also check whether we are able to reach the theoretical
convergence rate.

Then we will turn our attention to the aeroacoustic applications. We will first revisit
the topic of numerical flux and its implementation for LEEs. In the following chapter,
we will cover the most problematic part of CAA - the boundary conditions. Throughout
the thesis, we will only consider rigid wall and non-reflecting boundary conditions. The
non-refleting boundary conditions are still an open area of research to formulate very ac-
curate conditions to simulate truncated computational domains yielding as little spurious
reflections as possible. One of the most promising formulations is the Perfectly Matched
Layer (PML), which was first formulated in [15]. It was found that this formulation had
stability issues and stable formulation for uniform mean flow was presented in [16] and
extended to non-uniform mean flow in [18] by the same author. This approach was later
even extended full Euler equations (EEs) and NSEs, [19].

We will present couple of CAA simulations in the last chapter, where we will also try
to verify the implemented boundary conditions on set of benchmark problems for CAA.
The simple problem dealing with propagation of acoustic pulse will serve as benchmark
problem to verify whether the optimal convergence rate of the method is obtained in case
of CAA simulations, too. We will also deal with problem concerning monopole source
generating pressure field and the last problem being solved will be example of simple
duct, where acoustic pulse is being convected by the mean flow. We will close the thesis
with possible extension to full three-dimensional (3D) case.
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2 Linearized Euler equations
Our main interest will be the LEEs describing sound propagation. In this thesis, we will
only consider the 2D case. These equations are obtained after linearization of EEs of
compressible gas. The EEs arise from the more general NSEs describing fluid dynamics.
The key simplification of the NSEs is that we will consider air as the medium for sound
propagation and air has very low value of viscosity (inviscid fluid). Therefore we can
neglect viscosity terms in the NSEs and we get the EEs. But let us first say few words
about special type of systems of PDE1.

2.1 Hyperbolic systems
Hyperbolic systems are special systems of PDE1. In such systems, important directions
of information propagation can be determined. These can be used in several methods for
improving accuracy or to stabilize the computation. We will later use this information to
construct numerical fluxes when formulating DGM.

Lets consider system of PDE1 written as

∂w

∂t
+

d∑
j=1

∂Fj(w)

∂xj
= 0, x ∈ Rd, t > 0, (2.1)

where

w =


w1(x, t)
w2(x, t)

...
ws(x, t)

 , Fj(w) =


Fj1(w)
Fj2(w)

...
Fjs(w)


are vectors of length s. We call function Fj(w) flux of w in direction xj, j = 1, . . . , d,
or simply flux. Furthermore, we suppose that Fjk, k = 1, . . . , s, are continuously differen-
tiable functions.

Function Fj(w) can be understood as a composition (Fj ◦ w)(x, t). Keeping this in
mind, we can write the partial derivatives of fluxes as

∂Fj(w)

∂xj
= Aj(w)

∂w

∂xj
,

where

Aj(w) =



∂Fj1

∂w1

∂Fj1

∂w2
. . .

∂Fj1

∂ws

∂Fj2

∂w1

∂Fj2

∂w2
. . .

∂Fj2

∂ws

...
... . . . ...

∂Fjs

∂w1

∂Fjs

∂w2
. . .

∂Fjs

∂ws


is Jacobian matrix of flux Fj(w). Using this notation, Eqs. (2.1) can be rewritten as

∂w

∂t
+

d∑
j=1

Aj(w)
∂w

∂xj
= 0, x ∈ Rd, t > 0. (2.2)
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Now we have everything to say, how hyperbolic system of PDE1 looks like. System of
PDE1 (Eqs. 2.1 or 2.2) is said to be hyperbolic, if ∀n = (n1, . . . , nd) ∈ Rd and w ∈ Rs the
matrix

P(w,n) =
d∑
j=1

njAj(w) (2.3)

is diagonalizable and has only real eigenvalues λk, k = 1, . . . , s.

2.2 Euler equations
We shall now turn our attention to the EEs. As already mentioned, our primary objective
is the 2D case. There are more versions of the equations and also two sets of variables that
are used in those equations. The first set of variables are conservative variables, namely:

• density ρ

• momenta ρu and ρv

• energy E.

It is often useful to use the second set of variables, which are primitive variables :

• density ρ

• velocities u and v

• pressure p.

The later have direct physical interpretation while the first set of variables is used to
derive the conservation laws. Therefore the later variables are sometimes called physical
variables.

2.3 Euler equations in conservative variables
We shall first consider the EEs in conservative variables. Let us first denote

w(x, t) =


ρ(x, t)

ρ(x, t)v1(x, t)
ρ(x, t)v2(x, t)

E(x, t)


the vector of conservative variables. With respect to the notation we used above to
describe the variables in EEs, clearly v1 = u and v2 = v. EEs can then be written in
vector notation as

∂w

∂t
+

2∑
j=1

∂Fj(w)

∂xj
= 0, x ∈ R2, t > 0, (2.4)

where

Fj(w) =


ρvj

ρvjv1 + pδj1
ρvjv2 + pδj2
vj(E + p)
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and δij is the Kronecker delta symbol.
As we can see, number of variables in Eqs. (2.4) is actually five, while we have only

four equations. Therefore we have to add one equation to enclose this system. We add
the state equation (under assumption of polytropic perfect gas, [20])

E =
p

κ− 1
+
ρ

2
(v21 + v22), (2.5)

where κ denotes the adiabatic index (sometimes also called the Poisson constant) which,
for example for air, is equal to 1.4.

2.4 Euler equations in primitive variables
Our next objective will be the EEs in primitive variables. This is useful because primitive
variables directly represent physical quantities. We shall return to the notation v1 = u
and v2 = v. We get the first equation directly by expanding the spatial partial derivatives
in the first equation of Eqs. (2.4) to obtain

ρt + uρx + ρux + vρy + ρvy = 0, (2.6)

where we use notation fx = ∂f
∂x

for f being differentiated with respect to x. Then by
expanding the partial derivatives in the second equation in Eqs. (2.4) we get

uρt + ρut + u2ρx + 2ρuux + px + uvρy + ρvuy + ρuvy = 0,

which can be rewritten as

u(ρt + uρx + ρux + vρy + ρvy) + ρut + ρuux + px + ρvuy = 0.

Utilizing Eq. (2.6) and dividing by ρ we have

ut + uux +
px
ρ

+ vuy = 0. (2.7)

Next we consider the third equation in Eqs. (2.4) and similarly we get

v(ρt + uρx + ρux + vρy + ρvy) + ρvt + ρuvx + ρvvy + py = 0

resulting in
vt + uvx + vvy +

py
ρ

= 0. (2.8)

To get the last equation, we use Eq. (2.5) for substitution in the last equation of Eqs. (2.4)
to obtain

pt
κ− 1

+
ρt
2

(u2 + v2) +
ρ

2
(2uut + 2vvt) +

+ux

(
p

κ− 1
+
ρ

2
(u2 + v2)

)
+ u

[
px

κ− 1
+
ρx
2

(u2 + v2) +
ρ

2
(2uux + 2vvx)

]
+ uxp+ upx +

+ vy

(
p

κ− 1
+
ρ

2
(u2 + v2)

)
+ v

[
py

κ− 1
+
ρy
2

(u2 + v2) +
ρ

2
(2uuy + 2vvy)

]
+ vyp+ vpy = 0,
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which can be conveniently reordered as

u2 + v2

2
(ρt + uρx + ρux + vρy + ρvy) +

+uρ

(
ut + uux +

px
ρ

+ vuy

)
+ vρ

(
vt + uvx + vvy +

py
ρ

)
+

+
pt

κ− 1
+

p

κ− 1
ux + pux +

p

κ− 1
vy + pvy +

u

κ− 1
px +

v

κ− 1
py = 0.

Here we utilize Eqs. (2.6) to (2.8), multiply by κ− 1 and simplify the obtained expression
yielding

pt + κpux + upx + κpvy + vpy = 0. (2.9)

The resulting EEs in primitive variables form can be then written in matrix form as

∂w

∂t
+ A1(w)

∂w

∂x
+ A2(w)

∂w

∂y
= 0, x = (x, y) ∈ R2, t > 0, (2.10)

where

w =


ρ
u
v
p

 , A1(w) =


u ρ 0 0
0 u 0 1

ρ

0 0 u 0
0 κp 0 u

 , A2(w) =


v 0 ρ 0
0 v 0 0
0 0 v 1

ρ

0 0 κp v

 . (2.11)

2.5 Linearized Euler equations
Now we are all set to derive the LEEs. We will use the EEs in primitive variables described
in the previous section as the starting point. Next we will assume that primitive variables
can be decomposed into two parts: reference state (sometimes called mean value) and
fluctuations (or perturbations) in the following way

ρ(x, t)
u(x, t)
v(x, t)
p(x, t)

 =


ρ0(x)
u0(x)
v0(x)
p0(x)

+


ρ′(x, t)
u′(x, t)
v′(x, t)
p′(x, t)

 , (2.12)

where variables with subscript “0” denote the mean values and the ones with superscript “′”
denote the fluctuations, [1]. Furthermore we suppose that the reference states are known
functions of x or constants, which are independent of time t.

Before we proceed, we shall make a small modification to the presented EEs. In CAA
applications, we need sources of acoustic waves. Acoustic sources will be gathered in the
source term s = s(x, t). Now we can write the inhomogeneous EEs in primitive variables,
using notation introduced in Eqs. (2.12), in the following way

∂(w0 + w′)

∂t
+ A1(w0 + w′)

∂(w0 + w′)

∂x
+ A2(w0 + w′)

∂(w0 + w′)

∂y
= s, x ∈ R2, t > 0,

(2.13)
where s : R2 × 〈0,∞)→ R2 is a known vector function.
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Now we assume that the fluctuations are very small compared to the mean values, i.e.

|ρ′| � |ρ0|, |u′| �
√
u20 + v20, |v′| �

√
u20 + v20, |p′| � |p0|.

Therefore we can approximate matrices Aj(w0 + w′) as

Aj(w0 + w′) ≈ Aj(w0). (2.14)

Eqs. (2.13) can then be rewritten, utilizing Eq. (2.14), in matrix form

∂w′

∂t
+ A1(w0)

∂w′

∂x
+ A2(u0)

∂w′

∂y
+ h = s, x ∈ R2, t > 0, (2.15)

where h is a vector containing derivatives of the mean flow

h = A1(w0)
∂w0

∂x
+ A2(w0)

∂w0

∂y
. (2.16)

If we consider uniform flow, i.e. the mean values are constant in space, this term vanishes.
Recalling Eqs. (2.11), matrices Aj(w0) are

A1(w0) =


u0 ρ0 0 0
0 u0 0 1

ρ0

0 0 u0 0
0 κp0 0 u0

 , A2(w0) =


v0 0 ρ0 0
0 v0 0 0
0 0 v0

1
ρ0

0 0 κp0 v0

 . (2.17)

It is worth noting that the LEEs are example of hyperbolic system, which will prove
useful in formulation of DGM. As we have explained earlier, the matrix P(w,n) is diag-
onalizable and has only real eigenvalues. For LEEs, this matrix is given as

P := P(w′,n) = n1A1(w0) + n2A2(w0),

where n = (n1, n2)
T will be, without loss of generality, considered as unit vector, i.e.

‖n‖ = 1. When formulating the DGM, vector n will play role of unit outward normal to
boundaries of elements.

It can be shown, [4], that the eigenvalues of P are

λ1,2 = u, λ3 = u+ a0, λ4 = u− a0, (2.18)

where u = n1u0 + n2v0 and a0 =
√

κp0
ρ0

is the reference speed of sound. One choice of
corresponding eigenvectors, [4], arranged as columns of matrix T := T(w′,n), gives

T =


1 0 ρ0 ρ0
0 −n2 n1a0 −n1a0
0 n1 n2a0 −n2a0
0 0 ρ0a

2
0 ρ0a

2
0

 , (2.19)

yielding its inverse as

T−1 =


1 0 0 − 1

a20

0 −n2 n1 0
0 n1

2a0

n2

2a0
1

2ρ0a20

0 − n1

2a0
− n2

2a0
1

2ρ0a20

 . (2.20)
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3 Discontinuous Galerkin method
in 1D

In this chapter, we shall lay down the fundamentals of DGM for conservation laws in 1D.
We will talk about the main ideas and add notes how this method would be implemented
in MATLAB environment, but we will not include entire codes. The codes are available
in digital form as appendix. This algorithm closely follows the one presented in [13]
and will be presented here, obeying several unnecessary details for clarity. It uses the
quadrature-free formulation presented in [2] and will be extended to CAA purposes in
later chapters.

3.1 Main ideas in 1D
As a model problem, we shall consider a scalar conservation law

∂u

∂t
+
∂f(u)

∂x
= 0, x ∈ [L,R] = Ω, t > 0, (3.1)

where u = u(x, t) is the unknown function. For simplicity, we shall consider linear flux
f(u) = au. Furthermore, we have the initial condition

u(x, 0) = u0(x)

and boundary condition given at inflow part of the boundary Ω, ∂Ωin, i.e.

u(L, t) = g(t) for a = fu(u(L, t)) > 0,

u(R, t) = g(t) for a = fu(u(R, t)) < 0.

Next, we suppose that the computational domain Ω can be approximated by union of
non-overlapping elements Dk as

Ω ' Ωh =
K⋃
k=1

Dk. (3.2)

Figure 3.1 shows how the nodes in partitioned domain Ω are labelled.

D1 Dk−1 Dk Dk+1 DK

x1l = L x1r xk−1
r = xkl xkr = xk+1

l
xKr = R

Figure 3.1: Partitioned domain Ω in 1D

On each element Dk = [xkl , x
k
r ] we suppose that the local solution is well approximated by

polynomial of order N = Np − 1

ukh(x, t) =

Np∑
n=1

ûkn(t)ψn(x) =

Np∑
i=1

ukh(x
k
i , t)`i(x), (3.3)

10



where we consider two possible representations. The first one is known as modal repre-
sentation while the latter one as nodal representation. For nodal representation, we have
to introduce Np = N + 1 local grid points xki ∈ Dk. Polynomials `i(x), i = 1, . . . , Np,
are associated with these grid points and are known as fundamental Lagrange interpo-
lation polynomials. Furthermore we assume that the global solution is approximated by
a piecewise polynomial of order N , which is defined as a direct sum of local solutions
representing solution on each element, i.e.

u(x, t) ' uh(x, t) =
K⊕
k=1

ukh(x, t). (3.4)

Next we form residual defined as

Rh(x, t) =
∂uh
∂t

+
∂auh
∂x

and we have to choose in which way we would like this residual to vanish. To this end,
we introduce a globally defined space Vh of test functions φh, Vh =

⊕K
k=1 V

k
h, where

the locally defined spaces are defined as Vkh = span{ψn(Dk)}. This follows the classical
Galerkin approach, where both the solution space and the space of test functions are
spanned by the same basis. Therefore a general locally defined test function φkh is given
as

φkh =

Np∑
n=1

φ̂knψn(x).

Now we require that the residual is orthogonal to all test functions in Vh. Therefore it
is especially orthogonal to ψn(x), n = 1, . . . , Np, because every basis function is trivial
linear combination of the basis functions spanning Vkh. This gives us Np equations∫

Dk

Rh(x, t)ψn(x) dx = 0, n = 1, . . . , Np (3.5)

for the Np local unknowns, on all K elements.
As defined, test functions φh are smooth functions, which do not have to be continuous

across the interfaces. Because they are smooth within every element Dk, we can perform
integration by parts in Eqs. (3.5) to get∫

Dk

(
∂ukh
∂t

ψn − aukh
∂ψn
∂x

)
dx = −

[
aukhψn

]xkr
xkl
, n = 1, . . . , Np.

The right-hand side can be eventually written as[
aukhψn

]xkr
xkl

=

∫
∂Dk

n · aukhψn dx, n = 1, . . . , Np,

where n denotes local outward normal. Doing this may seem too artificial, but this
notation will be useful when we will move to higher dimensions. In 1D, n is scalar with
value either −1 (on the left side of the element) or 1 (on the right side of the element).

Looking back to Eq. (3.2), we see, that without further requirements on the local
solutions and test functions, we are left with multiply defined solution in one point.

11



Therefore we have to decide in which way we will determine solution at the interfaces, be
it one of the local solutions or a certain combination of these. We will delay these details
a bit and introduce numerical flux, (auh)

∗, as genuine value of the flux along the element
boundary. This way we get semidiscrete scheme∫

Dk

(
∂ukh
∂t

ψn − aukh
∂ψn
∂x

)
dx = −

∫
∂Dk

n · (auh)∗ψn dx, n = 1, . . . , Np. (3.6)

This gives us K × Np equations for the same number of unknowns. Using this scheme,
one can obtain the global solution. We shall refer to this scheme as weak form, which was
obtained by doing integration by parts once. Weak form should be contrasted by strong
form, which we obtain by performing integration by parts once more, yielding∫

Dk

Rh(x, t)ψn dx =

∫
∂Dk

n · (aukh − (auh)
∗)ψn dx, n = 1, . . . , Np. (3.7)

Just like in the weak form, it is the right-hand side through which we obtain the global
solution or impose the boundary conditions. This shows the importance of the numerical
flux (auh)

∗. Therefore it is a good time to shed some light on this aspect of the above
described method.

Specification of the numerical flux is closely related to the dynamics of the PDE being
solved. There are few guidelines in general, which should be respected. These are, that
the numerical flux should be consistent (i.e. single-valued as f(uh) = f ∗(uh, uh)) and
monotone, cf. [20]. Also, at the left end of the local domain, Dk, the numerical flux
should be function of auk−1h (xk−1r , t) and aukh(xkl , t) and on the right side, it should depend
on aukh(x

k
r , t) and auk+1

h (xk+1
l , t). A possible way for constructing the numerical flux at

boundary is (auh(x, t))
∗ = ag(t) for every point x, where Dirichlet boundary condition is

to be imposed. This leads us to possible numerical flux as

(auh)
∗ = {{auh}}+ |a|1− α

2
[[uh]], 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, (3.8)

where {{u}} denotes average of u at the interface, defined as

{{u}} =
u− + u+

2
, (3.9)

and [[u]] denotes jump of u along normal n, defined as

[[u]] = n−u− + n+u+, (3.10)

while in both equations, we used notation that “−” superscript means interior informa-
tion within the element and “+” superscript is related to exterior information within the
neighbouring element. Special cases are for α = 1, known as central flux, and α = 0,
known as upwind flux. It shall be noted that n+ = −n−. We will further use n− = n and
n+ = −n, where n is the local outward normal. To avoid confusion for case when u is
not scalar, but vector u instead, we will write

n · (auh)∗ = n · au
−
h + au+h

2
+ |a|1− α

2
(u−h − u+h ). (3.11)
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We recall, that in the above equations, n is again scalar equal to −1 or 1, i.e. we perform
dot product of two vectors of length 1, i.e. scalars.

Let us now return to the conservation law problem introduced in Eq. (3.1). In the
beginning, we chose f(u) = au for simplicity. If we look back at the individual steps of
the DGM, we can see, that whole scheme will remain unchanged when considering general
flux f(u). The only part we have to reconsider is the numerical flux, because the one in
Eq. (3.8) was constructed for our simple example f(u) = au. We shall use Lax-Friedrichs
flux as one of the basic numerical fluxes given in literature. Lax-Friedrichs flux along
normal n is given as

n · fLF (u−h , u
+
h ) = n · f(u−h ) + f(u+h )

2
+
C

2
(u−h − u+h ). (3.12)

There are more possibilities how to define constant C. We will use the local Lax-Friedrichs
flux, in which case, constant C is given as

C ≥ max
min(u−h ,u

+
h )≤s≤max(u−h ,u

+
h )
|fu(s)| (3.13)

Clearly the above mentioned central and upwind flux are both special cases of the Lax-
Friedrichs flux. Generally we should solve optimization problem to determine constant C,
but rather simpler approach is often chosen - e.g. taking maximum of two values for
s = u− and s = u+, see [13]. We discuss this matter in little bit more detail in Chapter 7
for case of LEEs.

Next generalization is to consider system of conservation laws

∂u

∂t
+
∂f(u)

∂x
= 0, x ∈ [L,R] = Ω, t > 0, (3.14)

with initial conditions
u(x, 0) = u0(x)

and appropiate number of given boundary conditions. We obtain the very same semi-
descrete scheme with the only difference that u is vector of length s and f(u) : Rs → Rs.
We shall again consider Lax-Friedrichs flux along normal n in the form

n · fLF (u−h ,u
+
h ) = n · f(u

−
h ) + f(u+

h )

2
+
C

2
(u−h − u+

h ). (3.15)

This time the constant C is given as

C = max
s
|λ (fu(s))| , (3.16)

where fu is the Jacobian matrix and λ(·) denotes eigenvalues of the matrix.
Right now we covered everything one needs, in theory, to develop a DGM for particular

problem in 1D. But we have left out many details. Mainly we have to specify possible
basis, which spans the solution space (and therefore also the space of test functions), and
also how one evaluates the integrals which appeared in both weak and strong form. Next
thing is how we retrieve needed information from mesh generator and, eventually, how to
solve the system of ODE, which arises after spatial semidiscretization. These topics will
be addressed in the following sections.
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3.2 Modal and nodal basis in 1D
In this section we shall specify the modal and nodal basis, which are used to express
local solution within each element Dk. We already said that global solution is given as
direct sum of local solutions as in Eq. (3.4). Moreover we suppose that local solution is
polynomial of order N as in Eq. (3.3).

We shall begin with affine mapping, which will be used to formally connect reference
interval I = [−1, 1] with general element Dk

x ∈ Dk : x(r) = xkl +
r + 1

2
hk, hk = xkr − xkl , (3.17)

where r ∈ I is the reference variable. We can now write Eq. (3.3) using Eq. (3.17) to get

ukh(x(r), t) =

Np∑
n=1

ûkn(t)ψn(r) =

Np∑
i=1

ukh(x
k
i , t)`i(r).

We shall first deal with the modal representation.

ukh(r, t) =

Np∑
n=1

ûkn(t)ψn(r).

and consider a general function u we would like to express this way.
One could first think about the simple monomial basis ψn(r) = rn−1. We now have to

decide how we shall compute ûn. Natural choice is L2-projection, i.e. we require that

〈u(r), ψm(r)〉I =

Np∑
n=1

ûn〈ψn(r), ψm(r)〉I

for all Np basis functions ψm(r). Here 〈u1, u2〉I is dot product of u1 and u2 over I, cf.
Appendix A. We obtain

Mû = u,

where
Mij = 〈ψi, ψj〉I, û = (û1, . . . , , ûNp)T , ui = 〈u, ψi〉I.

In other words, we have Np equations for Np unknowns. However this system will become
unsolvable for higher values of N , because the matrix M becomes very poorly conditioned
with its fast growing condition number. This is because the basis is, for high values of
N , nearly linearly dependent. Solution to this is to use orthogonal basis and even better,
orthonormal basis, which will prove to be useful later. Orthonormalization is done by
Gram-Schmidt algorithm (see Appendix A) and we get

ψn(r) = P̃n−1(r) =
Pn−1(r)√
γn−1

, (3.18)

where Pn(r) is the classical Legendre polynomial of order n and

γn =
2

2n+ 1

14



is the normalization factor. Legendre polynomials are part of large family of orthogonal
polynomials, called Jacobi polynomials, which are discussed more in detail in Appendix A.
One can then use the simplified recurrence relation (Legendre polynomials are Jacobi
polynomials for α = β = 0) given in Section A.3 to compute the normalized Legendre
polynomials. We use P = JacobiP(r,0,0,n) to evaluate normalized Legendre polyno-
mial of order n at points r. Figure 3.2 shows this orthonormal modal basis for N = 5.
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Figure 3.2: Modal basis for N = 5 in 1D

Using this orthonormal basis, the mass matrix M becomes identity matrix and the
problem with conditioning is solved. But it still doesn’t answer how one should compute

ûn = 〈u, ψn〉I = 〈u, P̃n−1〉I

for general function u. One could use Gaussian quadrature (also discussed in Appendix A)
to approximate the integral by a sum. The problem is that Gaussian quadrature cannot be
generally extended beyond 1D (except arbitrary domains like rectangle etc.) and therefore
we shall consider different approach, which will prove to be useful for generalizations into
higher dimensions. For this purpose, lets suppose that the approximation is interpolation,
i.e.

u(ξi) =

Np∑
n=1

ûnP̃n−1(ξi),

where ξi are Np distinct points defined on I. In other words, we require that our approxi-
mation is accurate at points ξi. We can now write

Vû = u,

where
Vij = P̃j−1(ξi), ûi = ûi, ui = u(ξi).
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Matrix V resembles Vandermonde matrix and will play a central role in the consequent
steps of the developed algorithm. Since we already have a suitable orthonormal basis, we
are now left to specify the grid points ξi, which also define the Vandermonde matrix. One
could actually choose any set of distinct points. But lets have a look if one can benefit
from choosing particular set of points.

Because we have chosen that uh(r) will be an interpolant

u(r) ' uh(r) =

Np∑
n=1

ûnP̃n−1(ξi),

we can write

u(r) ' uh(r) =

Np∑
i=1

u(ξi)`i(r).

Here `i(r) are the fundamental Lagrange interpolation polynomials (for more information,
see Appendix A). As a consequence of uniqueness of the polynomial interpolation (when
ξi are distinct) we have

VT`(r) = P̃(r),

where `(r) = (`1(r), . . . , `Np(r))T and P̃(r) = (P̃0(r), . . . , P̃N(r))T . We also define the
Lebesgue constant as

Λ = max
r

Np∑
i=1

|`i(r)|.

The Lebesgue constant indicates how good our interpolation is, [13]. Since it is determined
only by the grid points ξi, our next goal will be to minimize it. Solution to this problem is
known, [13], in 1D and the sought points are Gauss-Lobatto quadrature points associated
with Legendre polynomials, therefore we shall call them Legendre-Gauss-Lobatto (LGL)
points. We get the desired Np points associated with Gauss-Lobatto quadrature by run-
ning r = GaussLobattoNodes(N_p). Figure 3.3 shows polynomials `i(r) associated with
LGL nodes for N = 5.

We present approximately computed Lebesgue constant for LGL nodes and equidistant
nodes within the reference element I in Table 3.1. We should note that these values are not
exact, but rather computed approximately - more complex and maybe iterative algorithm
should be used for more accurate results. But these results are accurate enough to show
how well the LGL nodes are suitable for interpolation when compared to the equidistant
grid.

Let us summarize what we have discovered so far. We have the local solution expressed
as

u(r) ' uh(r) =

Np∑
n=1

ûnP̃n−1(r) =

Np∑
i=1

u(ri)`i(r), (3.19)

where we chose orthonormal Legendre polynomials as the modal basis and points ri are
the LGL nodes. These decisions ensure that Vandermonde matrix V defined as

Vij = P̃j−1(ri)

is well conditioned, while it gives us possibility to transform between modal and nodal
representation resulting in

u = Vû, VT` = P̃. (3.20)
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Figure 3.3: Nodal basis for N = 5 in 1D

Table 3.1: Lebesgue constant for two sets of nodes in 1D

N LGL nodes equidistant nodes

1 1.000000 1.000000
2 1.250000 1.250000
3 1.500000 1.631125
4 1.635877 2.207824
5 1.778595 3.106276
6 1.873734 4.549341
7 1.972367 6.929449
8 2.045639 10.945005
9 2.120964 17.847610
10 2.180500 29.898141
11 2.241471 51.214153
12 2.291637 89.323736
13 2.342819 158.086810
14 2.386183 283.180949
15 2.430264 512.347844

The Vandermonde matrix is initialized by V = VandermondeMatrix1D(N,r). One of its
main properties is that it establishes connection between modal and nodal representation,
which will be particularly useful in higher dimensions. Although we have explicit formula
for fundamental Lagrange interpolation polynomials in case of 1D, there are no such
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formulas for triangles in 2D. Therefore the only way how to work with nodal basis in 2D
is to use modal basis (can be constructed by Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization algorithm
from simple monomial basis, cf. Appendix C) and use the relation between modal and
nodal basis incorporating the Vandermonde matrix to transform to the nodal basis, cf.
Eq. 3.20. In the following we shall focus on the nodal representation as it will be more
useful in further generalizations. Nodal basis is sometimes also called lagrangian basis,
because the basis consists of fundamental Lagrange interpolation polynomials.

3.3 Elementwise operations in 1D
Now, when settled with suitable local approximation, we can discuss the elementwise oper-
ators introduced in Section 3.1. We shall start with rewriting the DGM strong formulation
from Eq. (3.7) to matrix form as

Mkdukh
dt

+ Skaukh = (aukh − (aukh)
∗)(`(xkr)− `(xkl ), (3.21)

where
Mk

ij = 〈`i, `j〉Dk , Skij = 〈`i,
d`j
dx
〉Dk

and
ukh = (uk1(x), . . . , uNp

k(x))T , ` = (`1(x), . . . , `Np(x))T .

We shall start with the local mass matrix, Mk, with entries given as

Mk
ij =

∫ xkr

xkl

`ki (x)`kj (x) dx =
hk

2

∫ 1

−1
`i(r)`j(r) dr =

hk

2
〈`i, `j〉I =

hk

2
Mij,

where the coefficient hk

2
is the Jacobian coming from Eq. (3.17) and matrix M is the mass

matrix defined on the reference element I. Now recall that

`i(r) =

Np∑
n=1

(
VT
)−1
in
P̃n−1(r),

which leads us to

Mij =

∫ 1

−1

Np∑
n=1

(
VT
)−1
in
P̃n−1(r)

Np∑
m=1

(
VT
)−1
jm
P̃m−1(r)

=

Np∑
n=1

Np∑
m=1

(
VT
)−1
in

(
VT
)−1
jm
〈P̃n−1, P̃m−1〉I =

Np∑
n=1

(
VT
)−1
in

(
VT
)−1
jn
,

where we used that our modal basis is indeed orthonormal. Therefore we have the follow-
ing relation for the local mass matrix

Mk =
hk

2
M =

hk

2

(
VVT

)−1
, (3.22)

where we used, that for invertible matrix A holds(
AT
)−1

=
(
A−1

)T
.
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With local mass matrix resolved, we can move to the second local operator, the local
stiffness matrix Sk, given as

Skij =

∫ xkr

xkl

`ki (x)
d`kj (x)

dx
dx =

∫ 1

−1
`i(r)

d`j(r)

dr
dr = Sij.

Note that no metric constant is introduced by transformation to reference element. Let
us now introduce differentiation matrix Dr with entries

Dr,ij =
d`j
dr

∣∣∣∣
ri

.

We find motivation for this in Eq. (3.19), where we can see, that Dr is actually responsible
for transforming values uh(ri) to derivatives at the same point. Consider now the product
MDr with entries

(MDr)ij =

Np∑
n=1

MinDr,nj =

Np∑
n=1

∫ 1

−1
`i(r)`n(r)

d`j
dr

∣∣∣∣
rn

dr

=

∫ 1

−1
`i(r)

Np∑
n=1

d`j
dr

∣∣∣∣
rn

`n(r) dr =

∫ 1

−1
`i(r)

d`j(r)

dr
dr = Sij.

In other words, we have identity
MDr = S.

Entries of the differentiation matrix can be found very easily. Recall Eq. (3.20)

VT`(r) = P̃(r) ⇒ VT d

dr
`(r) =

d

dr
P̃(r),

leading to

VTDT
r = VT

r , Vr,ij =
dP̃j−1

dr

∣∣∣∣∣
ri

.

For this purpose, we can use identity for derivative of Jacobi polynomial given at Ap-
pendix A. Matrix Dr is then recovered from

DrV = Vr ⇒ Dr = VrV
−1. (3.23)

The differentiation matrix is initialized by D_r = DiffMatrix1D(N,r,V), while the ma-
trix Vr, needed to retrieve Dr, is computed by V_r = GradVandermondeMatrix1D(N,r).
As we will see later, we will rather use Dr instead of S.

We are now left to deal with the last local operator responsible for extracting terms
along the interfaces in form∫

∂I

n · (uh − u∗)`i(r) dr = (uh − u∗h)|rNp
eNp − (uh − u∗h)|r1 e1, (3.24)

where ei is vector of zeros of length Np with number 1 in position i. Output of our effort
will be matrix of type Np ×N . This operator is initialized by LIFT = Lift1D().
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3.4 Building the grid in 1D
In the previous section, we have made clear how to compute the local operators. Now we
shall discuss how to put together the global grid and associated metric information. For
this we will need:

• Vector P of length Nv, which will contain coordinates of all points in the mesh
defining elements. These points are numbered from 1 to Nv.

• Array E of type 2×K specifying, which points of P form individual elements in the
mesh. In other words, we find two numbers pointing to vector P in every column k,
which tell us which two vertices form the kth element.

We get these two pieces of information from any mesh generator. See Appendix B for more
details on mesh generation in 1D and higher dimensions. For simple problems in 1D, we
will use [P,E] = MeshGeneration1D(x_l,x_r,K) to create mesh on line segment between
xl and xr with total of K elements.

First step is to compute coordinates of all the grid points. We specify order of local
approximation N and use it to compute the LGL nodes, stored in r, within the reference
element I. Then we use the affine mapping introduced in Eq.(3.17) and execute

v_1 = E(1,:); v_2 = E(2,:);
x = ones(N_p,1) * P(v_1) + 0.5 * (r + 1)’ * (P(v_2) - P(v_1));

to get array of type Np × K, x. Metrics of the affine mapping will be stored in ar-
ray rx, which contains inverse values of of local transformation Jacobian stored in ar-
ray J. Both there arrays are of type Np × K. To compute the needed metrics, we run
[r_x,J] = GeometricFactors1D(x,D_r);.

Next thing, which will prove itself to be handy, is to easily identify nodes lying on the
interfaces. For this purpose, we run

fmask1 = find(abs(r + 1) < NODETOL);
fmask2 = find(abs(r - 1) < NODETOL);
Fmask = [fmask1; fmask2]’;
Fx = x(Fmask(:),:);

to get array of type 1 × 2, Fmask, which contains local numbers of nodes lying on the
interfaces and array of type 2×K, Fx, which contains physical coordinates of those points
for all elements.

Last piece of local information are the outward pointing normals. In 1D, this is very
easy, because at the left end of the element, normal is −1, while at the right end of the
element, the normal is 1. By running n_x = Normals1D() we get array of type 2 × K
containing normals at the interfaces. For further purposes, we also create an array of type
2×K, Fscale, containing inverse values of local Jacobians J at points at the interfaces.

So far we have computed all the necessary local information about the grid, but our grid
is disconnected. Therefore we have to gather information how the elements are connected
to each other and eventually figure out, which vertices lie on the boundary of the domain,
∂Ω, which will be exactly those vertices not connected to any other vertex of any element.
At this point, we should make ourselves clear about terminology. Each element in the
partitioned computational domain is connected to at most d + 1 other elements, where
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d denotes dimension we are considering. We will refer to entities by which elements are
connected as faces. In 1D, these are two points, in 2D we are talking about three line
segments (for triangular mesh) and eventually in 3D, we mean four triangles by faces (for
mesh consisting of tetrahedrons).

Making this clear, we can now form an array of type 2K × Nv, FtoV, which will tell
us which points form individual faces, which we numbered globally from 1 to 2K. Using
this array, we can retrieve information how the global faces are connected to each other.
The desired array of type 2K × 2K, FtoF, containing this information is found as

FtoF = (FtoV)(FtoV)T .

Trivially, each face is connected to itself, therefore the pure face-connectivity matrix is
found as

FtoF = (FtoV)(FtoV)T − I,

where I is identity matrix of order 2K. This array contains only one value 1 or only zeros
in each row. In the latter case, this means that this particular global face forms boundary
of the domain. Our goal is to compute two arrays of type K × 2. The first one, EtoE,
is used to determine which elements are connected to each other. The second one, EtoF,
tells us by which faces elements are connected. Information about grid connectivity is
gathered by executing [EtoE,EtoF] = Connectivity1D().

The final step is to get information how points located on the faces are connected. We
will create two vectors of length 2K, which is exactly the number of points forming faces
of all elements. These arrays will be vmapM and vmapP corresponding to the usual termi-
nology - vmapM denotes interior points and vmapP denotes exterior points, i.e. points to
which the points from vmapM are connected. Furthermore, we initialize vmapM = vmapP
and the entries, where this remains true, are exactly the boundary points. It shall be
noted, that mapB contains entries between 1 and 2K (i.e. local nodes numbering on the
faces), while vmapB has entries between 1 and NpK (i.e. global nodes numbering in the
grid). All this information is obtained by [vmapM,vmapP,mapB,vmapB] = BuildMaps1D().

This was the last piece of information needed to get the DGM in 1D working. All
these steps are put together in script Startup1D.m, which is supposed to be run prior
solving any problem using DGM in 1D. Demonstration of the presented algorithm can be
found in Appendix C for case of very simple mesh. To make sharing of variables easier,
some variables are declared as global. This is implemented in script Globals1D.m.
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4 Discontinuous Galerkin method
in 2D

In this chapter, we will present the DGM in 2D. We will follow path of the previous
chapter, i.e. we will derive the semi-discrete scheme and then we will discuss important
aspects of the developed algorithm in the consequent sections. It will become clear why
some things were outlined in a rather complicated way in the previous chapter, e.g. the
integrals over ∂Dk. This way, the derived semi-discrete scheme will need only minor
adjustments when compared to the one in case of 1D.

4.1 Main ideas in 2D
Just like in 1D, let us consider a scalar conservation law

∂u

∂t
+∇ · f(u) = 0, x ∈ Ω, t > 0, (4.1)

where u = u(x) = u(x, y) is the unknown function and f = (f1, f2), i.e. ∇ · f = ∂f1
∂x

+ ∂f2
∂y

.
We consider initial condition

u(x, 0) = u0(x)

and boundary condition given at inflow part of boundary, Ωin

u(x, t) = g(x, t), x ∈ Ωin.

Without loss of generality, we will focus on scalar case. Generalization to general system
is straightforward as in 1D case. Inflow part of boundary is defined as in 1D, i.e. n · fu < 0
(for general system, we would consider eigenvalues of n · fu).

Following the path of Chapter 3, we suppose that the computational domain Ω can
be approximated by union of non-overlapping elements Dk as

Ω ' Ωh =
K⋃
k=1

Dk. (4.2)

For simplicity, we will consider straight-sided triangles, although other options are possible
(for example in case of domain with curved boundary, elements of higher order can improve
accuracy by describing the boundary more accurately). On each element Dk we assume
that the local solution is well approximated by two-dimensional polynomial of order N .
As already mentioned in Chapter 3, we will consider nodal representation.

ukh(x, t) =

Np∑
i=1

ukh(x
k
i , t)`

k
i (x), (4.3)

where `i(x) are two-dimensional fundamental Lagrange interpolation polynomials defined
by points xi on element Dk. In contrast to 1D situation, Np does not directly represent
the order of local approximation, N , as it did in 1D. Here it represents number of the
expansion terms and these two numbers are in relation

Np =
(N + 1)(N + 2)

2
. (4.4)
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Global solution is then approximated by direct sum of local solutions

u(x, t) ' uh(x, t) =
K⊕
k=1

ukh(x, t). (4.5)

Exactly as in 1D case, we consider globally defined space Vh of test functions φh,
Vh =

⊕K
k=1 V

k
h, where the locally defined spaces are defined as Vkh = span{ψn(Dk)}. This

time, ψn(Dk) are two-dimensional polynomials forming a basis on element Dk. The core
of formulation of Galerkin method is that we assume uh(x, t) ∈ Vh. Following the steps in
Chapter 3, we require the residual to be orthogonal to all test functions φh ∈ Vh, resulting
in local statements: the weak form∫

Dk

(
∂ukh
∂t

`ki (x)− fkh · ∇`ki (x)

)
dx = −

∫
∂Dk

n · f∗`ki (x) dx, i = 1, . . . , Np (4.6)

and the strong form∫
Dk

(
∂ukh
∂t

+∇ · fkh
)
`ki (x) dx =

∫
∂Dk

n ·
(
fkh − f∗

)
`ki (x) dx, i = 1, . . . , Np (4.7)

of the DGM in two spatial dimensions.
Last piece of information needed to close the general discussion is the numerical flux,

f∗. For simplicity, we will again consider local Lax-Friedrichs flux given as

n · fLF (u−h , u
+
h ) = n · f(u

−
h ) + f(u+h )

2
+
C

2
(u−h − u+h ), (4.8)

where f = (f1, f2) and n = (nx, ny). We recall standard notation using superscripts for
interior and exterior solution. The constant C is defined as

C = max
min(u−h ,u

+
h )≤s≤max(u−h ,u

+
h )

∣∣∣∣nx∂f1∂u
(s) + ny

∂f2
∂u

(s)

∣∣∣∣ . (4.9)

To shorten notation, we will use

n · fu = nx
∂f1
∂u

+ ny
∂f2
∂u

.

We should again add few notes regarding systems of conservation laws. We consider

∂u

∂t
+∇ · f(u) = 0, x ∈ Ω, t > 0, (4.10)

with initial conditions
u(x, 0) = u0(x)

and appropriate number of given boundary conditions. Here u = (u1, . . . , us)
T and

f = (f1, f2), where fj = (f1j, . . . , fsj)
T , j = 1, 2. In other words

∇ · f =
∂f1
∂x

+
∂f2
∂y

.
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There are again no essential changes need to derive the semi-discrete scheme. As for the
numerical flux, the simplest choice is again the Lax-Friedrichs flux

n · fLF (u−h ,u
+
h ) = n · f(u

−
h ) + f(u+

h )

2
+
C

2
(u−h − u+

h ). (4.11)

At this moment, we should make ourselves clear about notation to avoid confusion. Here
f is considered as matrix as already shown above. We define dot product of vector and
matrix as

n ·A = n · (a1, . . . , an) =
n∑
i=1

niai,

where n = (n1, . . . , nn) and a1, . . . , an are columns of matrix A. The constant C is given
as

C = max
s
|λ (n · fu(s))| . (4.12)

In the following sections, we will cover important parts of the above general algorithm.

4.2 Modal and nodal basis in 2D
As in 1D, we first need to develop algorithm for polynomial interpolation on each ele-
ment Dk. For this we need to determine suitable orthonormal basis together with set of
points that allow well-conditioned interpolation. But if we recall our steps from Chap-
ter 3, we defined all the local operators within a reference element. Therefore lets first
focus on that.

We again define a reference element, which will be again simplex. This time, it will
be straight-sided triangle defined as

T = {r = (r, s)|r, s ≥ −1, r + s ≤ 0}.

We also define a mapping Ψ connecting a general triangle Dk with the reference trian-
gle T. Furthermore, we suppose that Dk is defined by three vertices v1,v2,v3. It is very
convenient to define barycentric coordinates λ1, λ2, λ3 with the property

λ1 + λ2 + λ3 = 1, 0 ≤ λi ≤ 1. (4.13)

Since we consider triangles and triangles are simplices, every point within a triangle can
be expressed as a convex combination of its vertices. The barycentric coordinates will
play role of the coefficients of this expansion. Every point in a triangle can therefore be
expressed as

x = λ2v1 + λ3v2 + λ1v3. (4.14)

Similarly, any point within the reference triangle T can be expressed as(
r
s

)
= λ2

(
−1
−1

)
+ λ3

(
1
−1

)
+ λ1

(
−1

1

)
.

Combining this with Eq. (4.13), we obtain

λ1 =
s+ 1

2
, λ2 = −r + s

2
, λ3 =

r + 1

2
.
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By substitution into Eq.(4.14) we get

x = −r + s

2
v1 +

r + 1

2
v2 +

s+ 1

2
v3 = Ψ(r). (4.15)

This mapping is schematically depicted in Figure 4.1. Here first edge of general triangle
is determined by vertices v1 and v2. Similarly second and third edge are determined by
pairs of vertices v2, v3 and v1, v3, respectively.

(−1, 1)

(−1,−1) (1,−1) v1

v2

v3

x = Ψ(r)

r = Ψ−1(x)

r

s

x

y

Dk
T

Figure 4.1: Affine mapping between reference and general triangle

It is important to note that the mapping is linear in r. Therefore any two straight-
sided triangles are connected via an affine mapping, i.e. the transformation Jacobian is
constant. The mapping metric can be found directly since the mapping is invertible, i.e.

∂x

∂r

∂r

∂x
=

(
xr xs
yr ys

)(
rx ry
sx sy

)
=

(
1 0
0 1

)
,

where we again used the notation ab for a being differentiated with respect to b. The
transformation Jacobian is therefore

J = xrys − xsyr. (4.16)

The mapping metrics are then given as

rx =
ys
J
, ry = −ss

J
, sx = −yr

J
, sy =

xr
J
. (4.17)

Next, utilizing Eq. (4.15), we obtain

(xr, yr)
T = xr =

v2 − v1

2
, (xs, ys)

T = xs =
v3 − v1

2
. (4.18)

With this affine mapping at hands, we are again in situation where we can develop
local interpolation and local operators within the reference triangle T. We consider the
local polynomial approximation

u(r) =

Np∑
n=1

ûnψn(r) =

Np∑
i=1

u(ri)`i(r)

and, similarly to 1D, we define the expansion coefficients ûn via interpolation to avoid
evaluation of multidimensional integrals. This leads us to

Vû = u,
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where û = (u1, . . . , uNp)T denotes the expansion coefficients and u = (u(r1), . . . , u(rNp))T

represent values of u in Np yet undefined grid points. To ensure, that the generalized
Vandermonde matrix with entries

Vij = ψj(ri)

yields well conditioned local operators, we need to fulfil two things as in 1D:

• Identify an orthonormal basis ψj(r) on reference triangle T.

• Find Np points in the reference triangle T that will allow well-conditioned interpo-
lation, i.e. minimizing the Lebesgue constant.

Let us start with the polynomial basis. First idea could be to use the simple monomial
basis given as

ψn(r) = risj, i, j > 0, i+ j ≤ N

spanning the space of two-dimensional polynomials of maximal order N . From experi-
ence in Chapter 3, we expect this basis to yield poorly conditioned operators and we
shall look for an orthonormal basis. This can be again computed by the Gram-Schmidt
orthonormalization algorithm and we get

ψn(r) =
√

2Pi(a)P
(2i+1,0)
j (b)(1− b)i, (4.19)

where
a = 2

1 + r

1− s − 1, b = s (4.20)

and P
(α,β)
n (x) is Jacobi polynomial of order n and Pn(x) := P

(0,0)
n (x) is Legendre poly-

nomial of order n as a special case of more general Jacobi polynomials (for more details,
see Appendix A). The mapping from (r, s) to (a, b) is done by [a,b] = rstoab(r,s).
To evaluate this orthonormal basis in the reference triangle T at points a, b, we execute
Pol = ModalBaseValues2D(a,b,i,j). Figure 4.2 shows the modal basis for N = 4. In
each row, all polynomials are of the same order.

With the suitable orthonormal basis at our hands, we are left with the second task to
complete this part of algorithm, i.e. identify Np points within the reference triangle T,
which will be suitable for interpolation, i.e. minimize the Lebesgue constant. Recall that
these points in 1D were the Legendre-Gauss-Lobatto quadrature nodes. However, these
points cannot be directly used to compute points within a triangle. There are several ways
how to compute these points in a triangle, e.g. [12]. Slight disadvantage is that these
computations are often rather costly and obtained points are tabulated. We will therefore
present main ideas of algorithm to generate optimal interpolation nodes described in [13]
based on experience from 1D and theory of blending functions [11].

Let us recall the equidistant grid in 1D

rei = −1 +
2i

N
, i = 0, . . . , N

and the LGL nodes, denoted rLGL. These two sets of nodes can be formally connected
via a mapping

w(r) =

Np∑
i=1

(rLGLi − rei )lei (r),
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Figure 4.2: Modal basis for N = 4 in 2D

where lei (r) are the fundamental Lagrange polynomials based on the equidistant points
rei . We can say that this functions maps the “bad” points to the “good” points. Let us
make a small demonstration. For that purpose, lets consider N = 6 as an example. We
then get the equidistant nodes

re =
(
−1.0000 −0.6667 −0.3333 0.0000 0.3333 0.6667 1.0000

)
and the LGL nodes

rLGL =
(
−1.0000 −0.8302 −0.4688 0.0000 0.4688 0.8302 1.0000

)
.

If we evaluate w(r) in the equidistant grid points re, we get

w(re) =
(
−0.0000 −0.1636 −0.1355 0.0000 0.1355 0.1636 0.0000

)
.

Comparing these three vectors, we see, that w(r) indeed maps equidistant grid points
to how much we need to shift these points so that they become the corresponding LGL
nodes. If w(r) > 0, we shift a point in the positive direction of axis r, and if w(r) < 0, we
shift that point to the opposite direction. Figure 4.3 shows the constructed warp function
w(r).
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Figure 4.3: Warp function w(r) for N = 6

Let us now consider a symmetric equilateral triangle. We will generate an equidistant
grid on this triangle using the barycentric coordinates as

i, j > 0, i+ j ≤ N : (λ1, λ3) =

(
i

N
,
j

N

)
, λ2 = 1− λ1 − λ3.

The one-dimensional warp function is then generalized to its two-dimensional counterpart.
We perform this shifting of nodes along all three edges and use blending functions to
blend these mappings to all the nodes in the triangle. In Figure 4.4, we show these three
individual warping functions and then the final one in the lower right corner.

Figure 4.5 shows this equidistant grid on the left side and the optimally distributed
interpolation nodes on the right side.

One small issue we shall not forget about is that the optimal points are generated
within the reference equilateral triangle. Therefore we need to transform these points to
our reference triangle T. This is done by running [r,s] = xytors(x,y). In Figure 4.6,
we show how these two set of nodes look like in case of our reference element T. The
equidistant grid in shown on the left side and the optimal nodes on the right side.

Now having the algorithm to generate suitable points for interpolation within a tri-
angle, we can present approximately computed Lebesgue constants for the two sets of
nodes within the reference triangle T, shown in Table 4.1. Like in 1D, these values are
not exact - more complex algorithm, maybe iterative, should be used to compute more
accurate results. Nevertheless, the presented results are very close to those in [12] and
show the big difference between these two sets of nodes in how well they are suited for
interpolation on the reference triangle.

Now we have everything to construct the Vandermonde matrix V, which will again
play central role in the following parts of formulation of the DGM in 2D. Apart from that,
it establishes connections

u = Vû, VT`(r) = ψ(r), Vij = ψj(ri). (4.21)

The Vandermonde matrix is initialized by V = VandermondeMatrix2D(N,r,s). This ma-
trix allows us to evaluate the two-dimensional fundamental Lagrange polynomials for
nodal representation, for which no explicit formula is known. Figure 4.7 shows these
polynomials for N = 4.
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Figure 4.4: Warp function along individual edges and final warp in 2D

Student Version of MATLAB Student Version of MATLAB

Figure 4.5: Nodes distribution within reference equilateral triangle for N = 6

4.3 Elementwise operations in 2D
Having the local approximation resolved, we can now deal with the local operators. Let
us start with the mass matrix M.

The mass matrix has again entries

Mk
ij =

∫
Dk

`ki (x)`kj (x) dx = Jk
∫
T

`i(r)`j(r) dr,
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Figure 4.6: Nodes distribution within reference triangle T for N = 6

Table 4.1: Lebesgue constant for two sets of nodes in 2D

N α-optimized nodes equidistant nodes

1 1.000000 1.000000
2 1.666664 1.666664
3 2.112534 2.269773
4 2.662210 3.474830
5 3.121140 5.452163
6 3.701929 8.747625
7 4.274757 14.344301
8 4.962763 24.005268
9 5.736420 40.919388
10 6.670680 70.887013
11 7.902891 124.534143
12 9.359651 221.406921
13 11.466064 397.604888
14 13.967636 720.550009
15 17.642403 1315.439222

where Jk is the transformation Jacobian from element Dk to the reference triangle T. It is
a constant within every triangle, because we are using straight-sided triangles as elements.
Since we used orthonormal basis for construction of the Vandermonde matrix V, we get,
exactly like in 1D, relation

Mk = Jk
(
VVT

)−1 (4.22)

Now we can move to the stiffness matrices. But we will rather focus on the differen-
tiations matrices, just like in Section 3.3. To define the differentiation matrices Dr and
Ds, we need, similarly to 1D, the following two matrices.

Vr,ij =
∂ψj
∂r

∣∣∣∣
ri

, Vs,ij =
∂ψj
∂s

∣∣∣∣
ri

.
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Figure 4.7: Nodal basis for N = 4 in 2D

If we recall the 2D orthonormal basis, we recover

∂ψj
∂r

=
∂ψj
∂a

∂a

∂r
,

∂ψj
∂s

=
∂ψj
∂a

∂a

∂r
+
∂ψj
∂b

,

because
∂a

∂s
= 0 and

∂b

∂s
= 1.

The differentiation matrices then directly follow from

DrV = Vr, DsV = Vs

to get
Dr = VrV

−1, Ds = VsV
−1. (4.23)

Evaluation of the derivatives of the orthonormal basis is implemented in function
GradModalBaseValues2D.m. The matrices Vr and Vs are computed by executing
[V_r,V_s] = GradVandermondeMatrices2D(N,r,s). Finally, we get the differentiation
matrices as [D_r,D_s] = DiffMatrices2D(N,r,s,V,invV).

So far, we have followed the path in Section 3.3 very closely as the generalizations
were straightforward. But right now we come to the moment when we need to deal with
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the integrals along the boundary of elements. In contrast to 1D case, this part of the
formulation is more complex.

The integrals that need to be computed are∫
∂Dk

n · gh`ki (x) dx, i = 1, . . . , Np, (4.24)

where gh = f∗ for the weak form and gh = fkh − f∗ for the strong form. First let us split
the integral into three integrals along individual edges of the triangle, each of the type∫

edge
n · gh`ki (x) dx =

N+1∑
j=1

n · gj
∫

edge
`kj (x)`ki (x) dx, i = 1, . . . , Np.

Here x is considered to be trace along the edge, where there are exactly N + 1 nodes.
As already stated before, we use straight-sided triangles and therefore the normals n are
constants along the edges. Therefore we need to evaluate mass matrices along edges in
form

Mk,e
ij =

∫
edge

`kj (x)`ki (x) dx.

These matrices might seem like full matrices of type Np × (N + 1). But we shall keep in
mind that `ki (x) is polynomial of order N , including the edges. Therefore if xi doesn’t
lie on an edge, then `ki (x) is exactly zero along the edges. Therefore Mk,e

ij have non-zero
elements only in those rows, for which xi lies on an edge. Here we can utilize our function
of 1D Vandermonde matrix corresponding to interpolation along the edges. Therefore we
define matrix Emat of type Np × 3Nfp and, for example for edge 1, we compute

r_face = r(Fmask(:,1));
V_1D = VandermondeMatrix1D(N,r_face);
M_edge1 = inv(V_1D * V_1D’);
Emat(Fmask(:,1),1:N_fp) = M_edge1;

We do the same for the remaining two edges to finally obtain an operator LIFT of type
Np × 3Nfp, which we get by running LIFT = Lift2D(). Here Nfp denotes number of
nodes along an edge, i.e. Nfp = N + 1.

In contrast to 1D case, we will define one more local operator which we will later use.
Gradient of scalar quantity u is defined as

v = (vx, vy) = ∇u

and is implemented in Grad2D.

4.4 Building the grid in 2D
We have already covered the local operators. Therefore, we can move to assembling the
grid like in 1D. We will again need two arrays to compute all the necessary information.
These arrays are:

• Array P of type 2 × Nv, which contains the x-coordinates and y-coordinates of
vertices defining the mesh in the first row and in the second row, respectively.
Vertices are again numbered from 1 to Nv.
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• Array E of type 3×K, which tells us which vertices from P form individual triangles.
In other words, every column contains numbers of three vertices defining the triangle.

This is all that we need for now and we expect every mesh generator to deliver these
essential pieces of information about the generated mesh. See Appendix B for more
information about mesh generation in 2D with focus on free mesh generator, Gmsh.

Next we proceed to compute physical coordinates of all points in the generated mesh
by running

v1 = E(1,:); v2 = E(2,:); v3 = E(3,:);
x = 0.5 * (-(r + s)’ * P(1,v1) + (r + 1)’ * P(1,v2) + (s + 1)’ * P(1,v3));
y = 0.5 * (-(r + s)’ * P(2,v1) + (r + 1)’ * P(2,v2) + (s + 1)’ * P(2,v3));

to obtain two arrays of type Np × K, x and y, containing the x-coordinates and y-
coordinates, respectively. Vectors r and s represent coordinates in the reference triangle.
Next we can compute xr, xs, yr, ys using the differentiation matrices Dr and Ds to put to-
gether full metric of the affine mapping for all elements. This is accomplished by executing
[r_x,r_y,s_x,s_y,J] = GeometricFactors2D(x,y,D_r,D_s).

Next step is again to form an array of local nodes numbers to identify points along
individual faces of each element. This is done by these commands

fmask1 = find(abs(s + 1) < NODETOL);
fmask2 = find(abs(r + s) < NODETOL);
fmask3 = find(abs(r + 1) < NODETOL);
Fmask = [fmask1; fmask2; fmask3]’;
Fx = x(Fmask(:),:); Fy = y(Fmask(:),:);

where Fmask is an array of type Nfp×3 and Fx, Fy are arrays of type 3Nfp×K containing
physical coordinates of the face nodes.

Last piece of the local information are the outward normals. Here the situation is not
as trivial as it was in 1D case. Looking back at Figure 4.1 and Eqs. 4.18 we see that
(xr, yr)

T and (xs, ys)
T are directional vectors of edges 1 and 3 divided by 2, respectively.

By rotating these vectors by 90 degrees in the correct directions, we obtain outward
normals, which we then normalise to get unit outward normals. Furthermore we see that
combining the relations in Eqs. 4.18 we have

(xs, ys)
T − (xr, yr)

T =
v3 − v2

2
,

i.e. we again have scaled directional vector, this time for edge 2. We get the outward
normal for the last edge by rotating this vector and normalising it. Normals and Jacobians
on the edges are computed by [n_x,n_y,surfJ] = Normals2D().

Now we can move to identify, how the elements forming the comutational grid are
actually connected. This is done exactly in the same manner as in 1D. We form an array
FtoV of type 3K ×Nv with the information which mesh nodes define individual element
faces, numbered globally from 1 to 3K. Next step is to identify, how faces are connected
to each other, which is done by

FtoF = (FtoV)(FtoV)T − 2I,
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s where we already removed the self-reference discussed in Section 3.4. This array will
mostly contain zeros and ones and in most rows there will be a single number two. This
will denote that the particular face is connecting an element to another element. The
result of our effort will be two arrays of type K × 3. Like in 1D, EtoE will serve as
element-to-element connectivity information and EtoF will be used for element-to-face
connectivity. This information is obtained from [EtoE,EtoF] = Connectivity2D().

Finally we get to the point where we identify how points along the faces are con-
nected. This is needed for evaluation of numerical fluxes. Similarly to 1D, we will create
four vectors mapM, mapP, vmapM and vmapP of length 3KNfp. We again utilize usual
terminology for interior and exterior points. The difference is that vmapM counts physical
nodes (i.e. contains numbers between 1 and KNp), and mapM considers only nodes on
faces with duplicity at vertices in mind (i.e. contains numbers between 1 and 3KNfp). If
we again initialize vmapM = vmapP and this remains true in some positions, these will
identify the points lying on the boundary of the domain. It is worth noting that this is
sufficient only when a single type of boundary condition is prescribed in all the boundary
points. For other problems, where more boundary conditions are prescribed, we need ad-
ditional information from the mesh generator to identify, at which points these different
boundary conditions are prescribed, or we do this during our computation. For example
we can identify inflow and outflow boundaries by calculating scalar products of outward
normals with vector of mean flow velocities in case of LEEs.

This was the last piece of information need to get the DGM working. All these steps
are put together in script Startup2D.m, which is supposed to be executed prior solving
any problem using DGM in 2D. Small demonstration of the presented algorithm is shown
in Appendix C. To make sharing of variables easier, some variables are declared as global.
This is implemented in script Globals2D.m.
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5 Time discretization
We have described the nodal DGM in the previous two chapters. The sought solution is
considered to be elementwise a polynomial of arbitrary order N , cf. (3.3) and (4.3). The
coefficients of the assumed linear combinations are functions of time in both modal and
nodal representation. Looking back at the formulation of the DGM, cf. (3.6) or (4.6) in
case of weak form ((3.7) or (4.7) in case of strong form), we see that these coefficients are
present in terms of derivatives with respect to time as well. In other words, we are left
with system of ODE1 to solve.

This approach is called semidiscretization, where we carry out spatial and time dis-
cretizaton separately. It is sometimes referred as method of lines. We now have to decide
which method to use to solve the arising system of ODE1. Considering that one of the
reasons for developing the DGM is that fact that is method can be high-order, we shall
seek time discretization of high-order, too. Otherwise accuracy might be deteriorated by
using low-order method for time discretization like for example the Euler method. An-
other thing we shall keep in mind is the local nature of the DGM. This can be seen from
the presented schemes, because to formulate equations for one element, only values within
the considered element and neighbouring elements are needed. Therefore by choosing ap-
propriate method, computation using DGM could be carried out in parallel way. For
these reasons, one of the most tempting families of methods for solving systems of ODE1
are the explicit Runge-Kutta methods. Let us now present these methods in general.

Lets consider an IVP (Cauchy problem) given as

y′ = f(t,y), y(t0) = y0.

We shall now choose a timestep ∆t and define

yn+1 = yn +
s∑
i=1

biki,

tn+1 = tn + ∆t,

where the coefficients ki are given as

k1 = ∆tf(tn,yn),

k2 = ∆tf(tn + c2∆t,yn + a21k1),

k3 = ∆tf(tn + c3∆t,yn + a31k1 + a32k2),

...
ks = ∆tf(tn + cs∆t,yn + as1k1 + as2k2 + · · ·+ as,s−1ks−1).

The matrix [aij] is known as Runge-Kutta matrix and coefficients bi and ci are known as
weights and nodes, respectively. We gather this information in so called Butcher tableau.

We say, that RKM is consistent, if
i−1∑
j=1

aij = ci i = 2, . . . , s.

Table 5.2 shows how the Butcher tableau looks like for the clasical fourth-order RKM
(cRK4).
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Table 5.1: Butcher tableau for explicit RKMs

0
c2 a21

c3 a31 a32
...

... . . .
cs as1 as2 · · · as,s−1

b1 b2 · · · bs−1 bs

Table 5.2: Butcher tableau for the cRK4 method

0
1
2

1
2

1
2

0 1
2

1 0 0 1
1
6

1
3

1
3

1
6

Although the cRK4 is widely used, it has one major disadvantage, which shall be con-
sidered for applications in CAA. This disadvantage are its memory requirements, because
all coefficients ki, i = 1, . . . , s need to be stored within one timestep. Because computa-
tional domains are often big (consisting of many elements) in case of CAA, this might be
an issue. Therefore so called low-storage variants of the RKMs are formulated. We will
use the following low-storage fourth-order RKM (lsRK4), [6], which reads as

p(0) = yn,

for i = 1, . . . , 5

{
k(i) = aik

(i−1) + ∆tf(tn + ci∆t,p
(i−1)),

p(i) = p(i−1) + bik
(i),

yn+1 = p(5),

with the coefficients ai, bi, ci given in Table 5.3.
As we can see, this method actually needs one more evaluation of the right-hand side

of the solved system of ODE1. This might seem as a disadvantage, but it was shown that
this method allows longer timesteps, which compensates the additional computational
cost.

We shall note that other methods are available. For purposes of CAA, there are
couple of specially designed RKMs to minimize so called dissipation and dispersion error.
These methods often include additional stage to have more parameters to be optimized
to minimize these two errors. Examples of fourth-order methods can be found in [5] or
[14].

One last issue we shall address is how to determine length of timestep to be used. Let
us first deal with 1D case. We consider the simple advection equation

∂u

∂t
+ a

∂u

∂x
= 0
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Table 5.3: Coefficients for the lsRK4 method

i ai bi ci

1 0
1432997174477

9575080441755
0

2 − 567301805773

1357537059087

5161836677717

13612068292357

1432997174477

9575080441755

3 −2404267990393

2016746695238

1720146321549

2090206949498

2526269341429

6820363962896

4 −3550918686646

2091501179385

3134564353537

4481467310338

2006345519317

3224310063776

5 −1275806237668

842570457699

2277821191437

14882151754819

2802321613138

2924317926251

as a model problem. To get a stable scheme for this problem, it was shown that this
relation has to be respected

∆t ≤ CCFL
1

|a| min
k,i

hk

2
(∆ir),

where |a| describes the speed of wave propagation, hk

2
serves as characteristic size of

elements in 1D, ∆ir denotes grid spacing between nodes in reference element I and constant
CCFL is so called Courant-Fridrichs-Levy constant.

For 2D and 3D case, we have similar bound for length of timestep with the difference,
that we take norm of advection vector instead of absolute value (i.e. ‖(a, b)‖ and ‖(a, b, c)‖,
respectively). The characteristic size of elements hk is chosen to be radius of inscribed
circle and sphere, respectively, as proposed in [13], together with choice CCFL = 0.75 for
1D and 2D case and CCFL = 0.125 for 3D case. For application in CAA, the norm of the
advection vector is replaced by speed of the fastest wave, which is determined by speed
of sound and Mach number of the mean flow.
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6 Verification of discontinuous
Galerkin method

In this chapter, we aim to verify the presented DGM for simple model problems before
we proceed to application of DGM for simulation of propagation of acoustic waves. We
will consider advection equation (sometimes also called transport equation or simple wave
equation) in both 1D and 2D - one of the simplest hyperbolic equations we can assume.

6.1 Advection equation in 1D
We will start with DGM for 1D applications presented in Chapter 3. We consider

∂u

∂t
+ a

∂u

∂x
= 0, x ∈ Ω, t ∈ [0, T ]

with the initial condition u(x, 0) = u0(x) and boundary condition u(x, t) = g(x, t) given
on the inflow part of the boundary, ∂Ωin, satisfying

a · n(xin) < 0,

where n(x) denotes outward unit normal at x and a, a ∈ R \ {0}, is the parameter of
advection also called wave propagation speed.

For our testing problem, we will set a = 1, Ω = [−5, 15], T = 10 and u0(x) =

e− ln 2 x2

w2 , where w = 1 is the half-width of the initial pulse. Furthermore, we prescribed

boundary condition g(−5, t) = e− ln 2
(−5−at)2

w2 , because a > 0, therefore boundary condition
is prescribed on left end of the computational domain. We will use the Lax-Friedrichs flux,
which is in fact upwind flux for scalar linear problem as central flux is not commonly used,
[30]. We will solve this problem using K = 20 elements and variable degree of polynomial
representing local solution within an element taken N = 2 and N = 4. Figure 6.1 shows
the solution at t = T = 10 for N = 2 on the left side and for N = 4 on the right side. The
case for N = 2 unveils the dissipative nature of the upwind flux. The computed solution
is plotted by full red line while the exact solution is plotted by black dashed line.
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Figure 6.1: Solution of advection equation in 1D
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Next we would like to verify if the method converges in the desired convergence rate.
To do this, we will approximately compute the L1-norm of error e = u∗ − uh, where u∗
denotes exact solution and uh denotes the computed solution. This is possible because
exact solution to advection equation is known to be

u∗(x, t) = u0(x− at).

The L1-norm of error e is, similarly to [25], evaluated as

‖e‖L1 =
1

n

n∑
i=1

|ei| =
1

n

n∑
i=1

|u∗i − uh,i|, (6.1)

where n = NpK is the number of degrees of freedom. In Table 6.1, we present computed
L1-errors for various combinations of K and N .

Table 6.1: L1-errors for advection problem in 1D

N\K 15 20 40 60 80

2 1.0340E-02 3.7791E-03 2.9964E-04 7.6836E-05 3.0999E-05
4 1.7472E-04 4.0923E-05 1.0053E-06 1.2721E-07 3.0088E-08
6 2.5682E-06 5.4227E-07 3.1369E-09 1.7544E-10 2.3106E-11
8 3.9753E-08 4.5658E-09 6.7377E-12 1.7749E-13 1.5215E-14

Furthermore, we plot these results in Figure 6.2. We set the scale of both axes to be
logarithmic. We then fit a line to these values in terms of least squares method. The
obtained convergence rates are 3.49, 5.20, 7.05 and 8.96 for N = 2, N = 4, N = 6 and
N = 8, respectively. In other words, we have reached the optimal convergence rate N +1,
[13].
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Figure 6.2: Convergence analysis for advection problem in 1D
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6.2 Advection equation in 2D
We proceed to 2D case to validate the DGM presented in Chapter 4. We now assume

∂u(x, y, t)

∂t
+ a

∂u(x, y, t)

∂x
+ b

∂u(x, y, t)

∂y
= 0, x ∈ Ω, t ∈ [0, T ]

with the initial condition u(x, y, 0) = u0(x, y) and boundary condition u(x, y, t) = g(x, y, t)
given on the inflow part of the boundary, ∂Ωin, satisfying

(a, b) · n(xin, yin) < 0,

where · denotes dot product of two vectors, n(x, y) denotes outward unit normal at point
(x, y)and a, b, a, b ∈ R \ {0}, are the parameters of advection.

For our testing problem, we will use a = 1, b = 1, Ω = [−5, 15] × [−5, 15], T = 10

and u0(x, y) = e− ln 2x2+y2

w2 , where w = 1 is the half-width of the initial pulse. Furthermore

we prescribe boundary condition g(x, y, t) = e− ln 2
(x−at)2+(y−bt)2

w2 on the inflow part of the
boundary.

We will solve this problem using element size parameter h = 1.00 (resulting in
K = 1024 elements) and N = 4 the degree of polynomial representing local solution
within an element. Figure 6.3 shows computed solution on the left side and comparison
with exact solution in cut at y = x on the right side.
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Figure 6.3: Solution of advection equation in 2D

We would like to again verify the convergence rate of the presented method for this
testing problem. Analytical solution to advection equation in 2D is known to be

u∗(x, y, t) = u0(x− at, y − bt).

Therefore we can again evaluate the L1-errors using Eq. (6.1). We present results for
various combinations of h (and corresponding K) and N in Table 6.3. Specification of
element size and corresponding number of mesh elements is given in Table 6.2.
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Table 6.2: Specification of meshes

h 2.00 1.75 1.50 1.25 1.00 0.75 0.50

K 224 342 458 616 944 1728 3718

Table 6.3: L1-errors for advection problem in 2D

N\h 2.00 1.75 1.50 1.25 1.00 0.75 0.50

2 3.20E-03 1.88E-03 1.14E-03 7.90E-04 3.25E-04 1.19E-04 3.43E-05
4 1.40E-04 4.71E-05 1.90E-05 1.20E-05 3.73E-06 8.27E-07 1.21E-07
6 4.82E-06 1.37E-06 4.53E-07 2.02E-07 4.02E-08 5.02E-09 3.26E-10
8 1.82E-07 3.25E-08 8.00E-09 2.54E-09 3.72E-10 2.41E-11 8.41E-13

Furthermore, we plot these results in Figure 6.4. We set the scale of both axes to be
logarithmic. We then fit a line to these values in terms of least squares method. The
obtained convergence rates are 3.30, 4.99, 6.88 and 8.78 for N = 2, N = 4, N = 6
and N = 8, respectively. In other words, we are very close to the optimal convergence
rate N + 1. These results were obtained using meshes generated in Gmsh using Frontal
algorithm, as this algorithm is able to generate higher quality meshes, compared to the
default Delaunay algorithm. In case of Delaunay algorithm, the obtained convergence
rates were a little bit lower, namely 3.30, 4.93, 6.66 and 8.54. We discuss our findings
related to mesh quality in 2D in Appendix B.
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Figure 6.4: Convergence analysis for advection problem in 2D
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7 Numerical flux revisited
As we have seen in the previous chapters, the numerical flux is one of the most important
aspects of the DGM (besides its stability due to basis and nodes choice). There are many
ways how to choose the numerical flux just like in the FVM. We will cover two cases how
one can choose the numerical flux.

Let us first consider the Lax-Friedrichs flux. We will assume that matrices A1, A2 of
Eq. (2.17) are constant, i.e. the variables describing the reference state are constant in
space, too. The fluxes f1, f2 of Eq. (4.10) are in form

f1 = A1w
′ =


u0ρ

′ + ρ0u
′

u0u
′ + 1

ρ0
p′

u0v
′

κp0u
′ + u0p

′

 , f2 = A2w
′ =


v0ρ
′ + ρ0v

′

v0u
′

v0v
′ + 1

ρ0
p′

κp0v
′ + v0p

′


It shall be noted that these expressions become simplified in case of u0 = 0 or v0 = 0. We
shall take that into account to speed up the computation and avoid multiplying by zero.
As for the constant C of Eq. (4.12), it is equal to the biggest of the eigenvalues given
by Eq. (2.18) taken in absolute value. In case of LEEs, the fluxes are linear functions
of the unknown perturbations and therefore the flux Jacobians are not dependent on the
unknowns anymore. So all we need to know are the values of mean flow parameters
at the specific point and the outward normal to the face. Especially for the case when
u0 = v0 = 0, C = a0 for every face-node, where a0 is the reference speed of sound. With
this information at hand, it is straightforward to evaluate the expression in Eq. (4.11).

Another possibility is to use the fact, that the LEEs are a hyperbolic system. This
ensures that the matrix P defined as

P = n1A1 + n2A2

can be decomposed as
P = TDT−1,

where D is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues of matrix P and T consists of
the eigenvectors of matrix P, which are arranged as columns of matrix T. Lets us now
denote D+ and D− matrices, which contain the positive and negative entries o matrix D,
respectively. Clearly

D = D+ + D−.

We can then write
P = T(D+ + D−)T−1

and by denoting P+ = TD+T−1 and P− = TD−T−1, we get the final formula for the
numerical flux as

n · f∗ = P+w− + P−w+, (7.1)

where we use the common notation for interior and exterior information within an element.
By this we get partial upwinding for each component of w. The direction of propagation
of individual components of w depends on the sign of the corresponding eigenvalue - for
positive eigenvalue we take information from the element, whereas for negative eigenvalue
we take information from the neighbouring element. Since the fluxes are linear functions
of the unknowns, the matrices P+ and P− can be computed beforehand.
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8 Boundary conditions
One of the main issues concerning CAA applications are the boundary conditions. In
contrast with heat conduction or other engineering problems, situation here is more dif-
ficult. The main problem is when we want to deal with problems that occur in unlimited
domain. For computational purposes, this unlimited domain has to be truncated in some
way and appropriate boundary conditions have to be formulated. Otherwise spurious
reflections will occur and these will spoil the computed solution. These are often re-
ferred as non-refleting boundary conditions, or also artificial boundary conditions, because
no physical boundary is present as we have created artificial boundary by truncating the
computational domain. The other boundary condition we will consider is rigid wall, which
is supposed to perfectly reflect the incident waves.

8.1 Wall boundary condition
We shall begin with the wall boundary condition. This condition is modelled by the slip
condition like in CFD, which is prescribed for the unknown perturbations, too, [30]. Let
us denote u′ = (u′, v′)T the velocity perturbation. The slip condition is prescribed as

u′ · n = 0, (8.1)

where n denotes the outward normal to the boundary. This is implemented by direct
evaluation of the numerical flux

n · f∗ = n1A1w
′ + n2A2w

′,

where w′ is the vector of fluctuations with the velocity perturbation vector u′ replaced
by its tangential component

u′ − (u′ · n)n. (8.2)

8.2 Nonreflecting boundary conditions
As for the modelling of infinite domain, there are several possibilities how to deal with
artificial boundary conditions. As already mentioned, improper treatment of the arti-
ficial boundaries can completely spoil the numerical solution with spurious reflections.
Therefore a lot of effort was put into formulating appropriate boundary conditions.

First attempts were based on theory of characteristics. The idea is to determine which
information propagates out of the domain through the boundary and which propagates
in the opposite direction instead. This approach could be implemented by prescribing the
numerical flux as of Eq. 7.1 in form

n · f∗ = P+w− + P−w+, (8.3)

where we set w+ to be zero vector in case of absorbing boundary, [30].
Later, ideas emerged to formulate an absorbing layer instead of condition on the

boundary. These methods are generally called zonal or buffer techniques. An overview
can be found in [7] or [17]. The goal is to formulate an additional layer, that is attached
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to the computational domain, so that the propagating acoustic waves enter this layer and
are treated in such way, that no reflections back into the computational domain occur.
These layers have been constructed in several ways, namely:

• Additional convective terms are added to the governing equations in the absorb-
ing layer, so that the flow becomes supersonic. Then no reflections appear at the
termination of the layer that would reflect back into the computational domain.

• Another approach is stretching elements of the computational grid. This way the
propagating acoustic waves become unresolved and turn into higher frequency waves,
which are attenuated due to dissipation properties of the numerical method. This
approach has been used in [22], coupled with modified FVM, to solve aeroacoustic
problems.

• Alternatively, dissipation term is added to the right-hand side of the governing
equations in form −σ(w − w0), where w0 is a target value for damping and σ is
an absorption coefficient. This method is often called as implicit damping. More
detailed analysis of this specific sponge layer was presented in [21].

The above methods all come with a price of large absorbing layers, because the individual
coefficients have to be varied gradually so that the layer itself does not cause significant
reflections. Therefore these implementations can have large impact on performance of the
method. Hence other ways how to formulate NRBC for wave propagation problems (wave
equation, Maxwell equations, EEs, LEEs, etc.) were sought. One very promising method
is the Perfectly Matched Layer.

8.2.1 Perfectly Matched Layer

The PML technique is based on complex grid stretching, which exponentially attenuates
the propagating acoustic waves. There are three steps in the derivation of PML equations.
For simplicity we assume mean flow with Mach number M in direction of axis x and
that the domain is truncated only in direction of axis x. First of all, proper space-time
transformation is performed

x, y =
√

1−M2y, t = t+
M

1−M2
x. (8.4)

Next step is the PML complex change of variable

x→ x+
i

ω

∫ x

x0

σx dx (8.5)

yielding
∂

∂x
→ 1

1 + iσx
w

∂

∂x
, (8.6)

where σx > 0 is either constant or continuous function of x and x0 denotes location of
interface between the computational and the PML domain. After back-transformation to
time-domain, we obtain the modified governing equations in the PML domain

∂w

∂t
+ A1

∂w

∂x
+ A2

∂w

∂y
+ σxA2

∂q

∂y
+ σxw +

σxM

1−M2
A1w = 0, (8.7)
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where q is auxiliary variable defined by

∂q

∂t
= w. (8.8)

In general 2D case, when the domain is also truncated in direction of axis y, we need to
perform transformation of coordinate y, too. The governing equations become

∂w

∂t
+ A1

∂w

∂x
+ A2

∂w

∂y
+ σyA1

∂q

∂x
+ σxA2

∂q

∂y
= −s, (8.9)

where the right-hand side term is given by

s = (σx + σy)w + σxσyq +
σxM

1−M2
A1(w + σyq), (8.10)

where M is again Mach number of mean flow parallel to axis x. In most cases, σx and σy
are considered as power functions

σx(x) = σm

∣∣∣∣x− x0D

∣∣∣∣β , σy(y) = σm

∣∣∣∣y − y0D

∣∣∣∣β , (8.11)

where D denotes the thickness of the PML, β is an integer and x0 and y0 denote the
beginning of PML in direction of axis x and axis y, respectively.

One more thing remains to be done. The PML domain has to be terminated and
therefore boundary conditions need to be imposed. There are more possibilities e.g. the
characteristic-based boundary conditions. Another alternative are periodic boundary con-
ditions for the case when two opposite sides of the computational domain are terminated
by PML domain. Other possibility is to impose simple boundary conditions of Dirich-
let type, which are imposed in such a way that numerical stability is preserved. From
the study of characteristics of the system in case of subsonic flow, we need to specify
three boundary conditions on the left side of the domain (inflow boundary in case of
mean flow parallel to axis x) and one boundary condition on the remaining sides (outflow
boundaries). In [16] the following conditions were proposed

at outflow x = Xmax, y = Ymin and y = Ymax : p = 0, (8.12)
at inflow x = Xmin : p = ρ = v = 0, (8.13)

where [Xmin, Xmax]× [Ymin, Ymax] denotes whole domain as shown in Figure 8.1.
At the first sight, it might not be clear how to evaluate the numerical fluxes in DGM

formulation. To shed some light on this issue, let us denote

z =

(
w
q

)
. (8.14)

Using this notation, the above equations can be conveniently rewritten as one system

∂z

∂t
+

(
A1 σyA1

O4 O4

)
∂z

∂x
+

(
A2 σxA2

O4 O4

)
∂z

∂y
= s, (8.15)

where O4 is square matrix of zeros of order 4, I4 is unit matrix of order 4 and the right-
hand side term is given by

s = −
(

(σx + σy)I4 + σxM
1−M2A1 σxσyI4 + σxM

1−M2A1σy
−I4 O4

)
z. (8.16)
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Figure 8.1: PML domain

Denoting

B1 =

(
A1 σyA1

O4 O4

)
, B2 =

(
A2 σxA2

O4 O4

)
,

we are interested in eigenvalues of matrix

P = n1B1 + n2B2.

It can be shown that the first four eigenvalues are the same as in case when considering
matrix n1A1 + n2A2 and the other four eigenvalues of matrix P are zeros. Therefore
the constant C in definition of local Lax-Friedrichs numerical flux is not influenced when
evaluating numerical fluxes in the PML domains.
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9 CAA numerical examples
In this chapter we shall test the introduced DGM for several benchmark problems. These
benchmark problems were proposed at CAA Workshops for Benchmark Problems1. They
are meant for testing numerical methods for CAA, because either analytical solution or
accurately measured results are available. Let us for now consider that the reference
values u0 are constant in space too. This yields the LEEs in form

∂w′

∂t
+ A1(w0)

∂w′

∂x
+ A2(w0)

∂w′

∂y
= s x ∈ R2, t > 0, (9.1)

where A1(w0) and A2(w0) are given by (2.17). We also define the reference speed of
sound and reference Mach number of the mean flow as

a0 =

√
γp0
ρ0

, M0 =
‖(u0, v0)‖

a0
. (9.2)

For the simple benchmark problems, it is useful to consider length, velocity, and density
scales. By applying these scales2, we work with dimensionless variables and the matrices
A1(w0) and A2(w0) become

A1 =


Mx 1 0 0
0 Mx 0 1
0 0 Mx 0
0 1 0 Mx

 , A2 =


My 0 1 0
0 My 0 0
0 0 My 1
0 0 1 My

 , (9.3)

whereMx andMy are Mach numbers of the mean flow in direction of axis x and y, respec-
tively. We will refer to these equations as dimensionless LEEs. If not stated otherwise,
we assume problems without a source term, i.e. s = 0 in (9.1).

9.1 Propagation of acoustic pulse
Lets start with an IVP to evaluate propagation of acoustic waves. We consider medium
at rest, i.e. Mx = My = 0. As for the initial conditions, we consider acoustic Gaussian
pulse, which is done by prescribing the following initial conditions at t = 0

ρ′ = ε exp
(
−κr2

)
, u′ = v′ = 0, p′ = ε exp

(
−κr2

)
, (9.4)

where r2 = x2 + y2, i.e. pulse is located in the origin. Furthermore we prescribe the
amplitude ε = 1 and κ = ln 2

b2
, where b = 2 is the the half–width of this pulse.

1The first workhop was held in 1994 in Hampton, Virginia, USA, which was sponsored by the Natioanl
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the Institute for Computer Applications in Science
and Engineering (ICASE). The benchmark problems presented in this thesis are taken from proceedings
of this particular workshop published in 1995 as ICASE/LaRC Workshop on Benchmark Problems in
Computational Aeroacoustics. Other three workshops took place since then.

2We often take L as length scale, a0 as velocity scale and ρ0 as density scale to get x = Lx, y = Ly,
u = a0u, v = a0v, ρ = ρ0ρ, p = ρ0a

2
0p and t = L

a0
t, where variables with bar are the dimensionless

variables.
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We present the analytical solution for this problem, which was derived in [28], simpli-
fied for the case of medium at rest. The analytical solution was shown by the authors to
be

ρ′(x, y, t) =
ε

2κ

∫ ∞
0

exp

(
− ξ

2

4κ

)
cos(ξt)J0(ηξ)ξ dξ,

u′(x, y, t) =
εx

2κη

∫ ∞
0

exp

(
− ξ

2

4κ

)
sin(ξt)J1(ηξ)ξ dξ,

v′(x, y, t) =
εy

2κη

∫ ∞
0

exp

(
− ξ

2

4κ

)
sin(ξt)J1(ηξ)ξ dξ,

p′(x, y, t) = ρ′(x, y, t),

(9.5)

where η =
√
x2 + y2 and J0(x), J1(x) are Bessel functions of the first kind (see Ap-

pendix A). We will later utilize this analytical solution to evaluate how accurate our
numerical method was.

We will consider a finite domain Ω = [−20, 20] × [−20, 20] and choose T = 10 to
avoid the acoustic wave to reach the boundary of our chosen domain Ω since our aim
right now is to evaluate propagation of acoustic waves and not to verify any boundary
conditions. We only need to prescribe boundary condition ensuring stability of the scheme
and we choose the wall boundary condition for this purpose. We will solve this problem
using element size parameter h = 1.00 (resulting in K = 4272 elements) and N = 6
the degree of polynomial representing local solution within an element. Figure 9.1 shows
solution for pressure perturbations: on the left side we present our computed numerical
solution and on the right side, we show a cut of the solution at y = 0 compared to the
analytical solution obtained from Eqs. (9.5). Next, we present computed solution and its
cut at y = 0, resp. x = 0, for horizontal velocity fluctuations u′, resp. vertical velocity
perturbations v′ in Figures 9.2 and 9.3. We observe very good agreement of our numerical
solution with the analytical solution of Eqs. (9.5) in all three cases.
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Figure 9.1: Solution for pressure perturbations
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Figure 9.2: Solution for velocity perturbations u′
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Figure 9.3: Solution for velocity perturbations v′

Seeing that the presented method is able to reproduce propagating acoustic waves
very accurately, we would like to verify convergence rate of this method for aeroacoustic
application. We therefore solve this problem for different of combinations of mesh size
parameter h (and corresponding number of elements K) and order of approximating
polynomial N . The computed L1-errors for pressure perturbations are shown in Table 9.2.
Specifications of the used meshes are given in Table 9.1. We again used Frontal algorithm
available in Gmsh.

Table 9.1: Specification of meshes

h 3.50 3.00 2.50 2.00 1.50 1.00 0.75

K 344 460 618 942 1734 3726 6750
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Table 9.2: L1-errors for acoustic pulse propagation problem in 2D

N\h 3.50 3.00 2.50 2.00 1.50 1.00 0.75

2 2.49E-03 2.02E-03 9.84E-04 5.15E-04 2.02E-04 6.02E-05 2.41E-05
4 7.25E-05 4.06E-05 1.73E-05 5.83E-06 1.33E-06 1.98E-07 4.44E-08
6 1.99E-06 7.59E-07 2.74E-07 6.13E-08 7.77E-09 5.18E-10 6.51E-11
8 4.76E-08 1.23E-08 3.54E-09 5.09E-10 3.51E-11 1.32E-11 7.00E-13

Furthermore we plot these results in Figure 9.4. We again set the scale of both axes to
be logarithmic and then fit a line to these values in terms of least squares method. The
obtained convergence rates are 3.17, 5.02, 6.96 and 6.50 for N = 2, N = 4, N = 6 and
N = 8, respectively. We can see that almost optimal convergence rates are obtained in
all cases except case N = 8, where accuracy is deteriorated when using very fine meshes.
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Figure 9.4: Convergence analysis for acoustic pulse propagation problem

9.2 Verification of wall boundary condition
This is an IVBP to test the implemented wall boundary condition. This problem was
presented in ICASE/LaRC Workshop on Benchmark Problems in Computational Aeroa-
coustics, [29]. We consider medium at rest, i.e. Mx = My = 0, (a slight simplification
compared to the original proposed benchmark problem) and assume simple initial condi-
tions in form of acoustic Gaussian pulse

ρ′ = ε exp
(
−κr2

)
, u′ = v′ = 0, p′ = ε exp

(
−κr2

)
, (9.6)

where this r2 = x2 + (y− 25)2, i.e. position of the pulse is (xa, ya) = (0, 25). Furthermore
we prescribe the amplitude ε = 1 and κ = ln 2

b2
, where b = 5 is the the half–width of this

pulse.
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We present the analytical solution for this problem, which is provided in [29], as we
will compare our results to this solution. The solution is given as

ρ′(x, y, t) =
1

2κ

∫ ∞
0

exp

(
− ξ

2

4κ

)
cos(ξt) [J0(ηξ) + J0(ζξ)] ξ dξ,

u′(x, y, t) =
x−Mt

2κη

∫ ∞
0

exp

(
− ξ

2

4κ

)
sin(ξt)J1(ηξ)ξ dξ+

+
x−Mt

2κζ

∫ ∞
0

exp

(
− ξ

2

4κ

)
sin(ξt)J1(ζξ)ξ dξ,

v′(x, y, t) =
y − 25

2κη

∫ ∞
0

exp

(
− ξ

2

4κ

)
sin(ξt)J1(ηξ)ξ dξ+

+
y − 25

2κζ

∫ ∞
0

exp

(
− ξ

2

4κ

)
sin(ξt)J1(ζξ)ξ dξ,

p′(x, y, t) = ρ′(x, y, t),

(9.7)

where κ = ln 2
25

, η =
√

(x−Mt)2 + (y − 25)2 and ζ =
√

(x−Mt)2 + (y + 25)2.
Our computational domain will be this time Ω = [−100, 100]× [0, 150], which will be

bounded by wall at y = 0. Our aim here is to verify the implemented wall boundary
condition, so will will choose T = 75 as the final time of our computation so that the
acoustic wave does not reach the artificial boundaries at y = 150 and x = ±100. Problems
devoted to verification of NRBCs will be presented in the next section. The computational
domain, together with the initial conditions, is depicted in Figure 9.5.
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Figure 9.5: Domain and initial conditions

We will solve this problem using element size parameter h = 3.00 (resulting in
K = 8900 elements) and N = 6 the degree of polynomial representing local solution
within an element. We first show the computed solution of density (on the left side) and
velocity u′ (on the right side) perturbations in Figure 9.6 and for velocity v′ (on the left
side) and pressure (on the right side) perturbations in Figure 9.7. We can see that solution
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for density and pressure perturbations are the same, which is in agreement in provided
analytical solution of Eqs.(9.7).
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Figure 9.6: Solution for density and velocity u′ fluctuations
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Figure 9.7: Solution for velocity v′ and pressure fluctuations

To show closer that the implemented wall boundary condition is satisfactory, we
present cut of solution for pressure perturbations at x = 0 (on the left side) and pressure
perturbations in time at point (x, y) = (0, 0) on the wall (on the right side) in Figure 9.8.
We observe very good agreement in both cases.
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Figure 9.8: Closer look at solution for pressure fluctuations
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9.3 Verification of non-reflecting boundary conditions
This is an IVBP aimed to test the implemented NRBCs. The mean flow is assumed to be
in direction of axis x, i.e. Mx = 0.5 and My = 0. We consider slightly more general initial
conditions in contrast to the acoustic pulse propagation problem, because we assume all
three types of pulses - acoustic, entropy and vorticity pulse (it was shown by means of
Fourier analysis that LEEs support three types of waves, cf. [26]). The initial conditions
at t = 0 are therefore

ρ′ = ε1 exp
(
−κ1r2a

)
+ ε2 exp

(
−κ2r2e

)
,

u′ = ε3(y − yv) exp
(
−κ3r2v

)
,

v′ = −ε3(x− xv) exp
(
−κ3r2v

)
,

p′ = ε1 exp
(
−κ1r2a

)
,

(9.8)

where r2a = (x − xa)2 + (y − ya)2, r2e = (x − xe)2 + (y − ye)2, r2v = (x − xv)2 + (y − yv)2
and κj = ln 2

b2j
, j = 1, 2, 3. We choose (xa, ya) = (0, 0) to specify position of the acoustic

pulse and similarly (xe, ye) = (67, 0) and (xv, yv) = (67, 0) are positions of the entropy
and vorticity pulse, respectively. The amplitudes and half-widths of these pulses are
summarized in Table 9.3.

Table 9.3: Parameters εj and bj in Eqs. (9.8)

j εj bj

1 1.00 3

2 0.10 5

3 0.04 5

We introduce the analytical solution for this problem, which is provided in [29], as we
will compare our results to this solution. The solution is given as

ρ′(x, y, t) = p′ + 0.1 exp(−κ2
[
(x− 67−Mt)2 + y2

]
),

u′(x, y, t) =
x−Mt

2κ1η

∫ ∞
0

exp

(
− ξ2

4κ1

)
sin(ξt)J1(ηξ)ξ dξ+

+ 0.04y exp(−κ2
[
(x− 67−Mt)2 + y2

]
),

v′(x, y, t) =
y

2κ1η

∫ ∞
0

exp

(
− ξ2

4κ1

)
sin(ξt)J1(ηξ)ξ dξ−

− 0.04(x− 67−Mt) exp(−κ2
[
(x− 67−Mt)2 + y2

]
),

p′(x, y, t) =
1

2κ1

∫ ∞
0

exp

(
− ξ2

4κ1

)
cos(ξt)J0(ηξ)ξ dξ,

(9.9)

where κ1 = ln 2
9
, κ2 = ln 2

25
, η =

√
(x−Mt)2 + y2.
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We assume computational domain Ω = [−100, 100]× [−100, 100], where whole bound-
ary will be treated with NRBC. The positions of initial pulses, together with the compu-
tational domain, are shown in Figure 9.9.
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Figure 9.9: Domain and initial conditions

We chose h = 3.00 resulting in K = 11750 elements in the domain of interest and
2292 elements in the PML zones. We first show solution at intermediate time t = 40. We
present the computed solution of density (on the left side) and velocity u′ (on the right
side) perturbations in Figure 9.10 and for velocity v′ (on the left side) and pressure (on the
right side) perturbations in Figure 9.11. We can see that both the entropy and vorticity
pulse are convected by the mean flow, whereas the acoustic propagates with speed of
sound and is convected by the mean flow at the same time, which is in agreement with
the provided analytical solution of Eqs. (9.9).
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Figure 9.10: Solution for density and velocity u′ fluctuations

In this case, NRBC based on PML was implemented. We set D = 10 the width
of the PML zones, σm = 2 the magnitude of the absorption coefficients and β = 2,
i.e. quadratic profiles of the absorption coefficients. We let the computation run until
T = 300 to test whether all the waves are correctly attenuated and no waves reflect back
to the computational domain of interest. To verify this, we stored solution at three points
(xR, yR) = (100, 0), (xT , yT ) = (0, 100) and (xL, yL) = (−100, 0) during the computation
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Figure 9.11: Solution for velocity v′ and pressure fluctuations

and then compared them to the provided analytical solution in the very same points in
time interval [0, 300]. Good agreement was observed in all three points. We present results
for point located on the right side of our computational domain in Figures 9.12 and 9.13.
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Figure 9.12: Solution for density and velocity u′ fluctuations in time on boundary
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Figure 9.13: Solution for velocity v′ and pressure fluctuations in time on boundary
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9.4 Source radiation
In this section we will consider the dimensionless LEEs with a source term. For simplicity,
we will assume monopole source, which is the simplest source we can consider. This
problem was solved in [3], where the authors also derived the analytical solution for the
generated pressure field. This source is implemented as

s(x, y, t) = f(x, y) sin(ωt)(1, 0, 0, 1)T (9.10)

with the angular frequency taken ω = 2π
30

and

f(x, y) = ε exp
(
−κ
[
(x− xs)2 + (y − ys)2

])
, (9.11)

where the amplitude is ε = 0.5, κ = ln 2
2

and the position of the source is (xs, ys) = (0, 0).
We again consider uniform mean flow with Mx = 0.5 and My = 0. For simplicity we will
denote M = Mx.

Furthermore we present the analytical solution for this problem derived in [3]. The
analytical solution for pressure is given as

p′(x, y, t) = f(x, y) ∗ dG
dt

(x, y, t), (9.12)

where ∗ denotes convolution and G(x, y, t) is the so called Green’s function. For subsonic
case, M < 1, this function was found out by the authors to be

G(x, y, t) =
exp(−iωt)

2πa20
√

1−M2
exp

(
iω
τ+ + τ−

2

)
iπ

2
H

(1)
0

(
ω
τ+ − τ−

2

)
,

where H(1)
0 denotes the zeroth-order Hankel function of the first kind defined as

H
(1)
0 (z) = J0(z) + iY0(z),

where J0 denotes the Bessel function of the first kind and Y0 the Bessel function of the
second kind, both of order 0. Furthermore, τ± is given by

τ± =
1

a0

−xM ±
√
x2 + (1−M2)y2

1−M2
.

This yields the Green’s function in form

G(x, y, t) =
i

4a20
√

1−M2
H

(1)
0

(
ω

a0

√
x2 + (1−M2)y2

1−M2

)
exp

(
−i ω
a0

xM

1−M2
− iωt

)
.

Keeping in mind that
d

dt
=

∂

∂t
+Mx

∂

∂x
+My

∂

∂y
,

we compute

∂G
∂t

=
ω

4a20
√

1−M2
H

(1)
0

(
ω

a0

√
x2 + (1−M2)y2

1−M2

)
exp

(
−i ω
a0

xM

1−M2
− iωt

)
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and
∂G
∂x

=
1

4a20
√

1−M2
H

(1)
0

(
ω

a0

√
x2 + (1−M2)y2

1−M2

)

× exp

(
−i ω
a0

xM

1−M2
− iωt

)(
ω

a0

M

1−M2

)
+

i

4a20
√

1−M2
exp

(
−i ω
a0

xM

1−M2
− iωt

)
×
[
−H(1)

1

(
ω

a0

√
x2 + (1−M2)y2

1−M2

)
ω

a0(1−M2)

x√
x2 + (1−M2)y2

]
,

where we used the fact that, [8],

dH
(1)
0

dz
(z) = −H(1)

1 (z).

It shall be noted that due to the choice sin(ωt) in the source term, we have take real part
of ip′ to obtain the correct analytical solution, cf. [3].

We assume computational domain Ω = [−100, 100]× [−100, 100], where whole bound-
ary will be treated with NRBC. We chose h = 3.00 resulting in K = 11750 elements in
the domain of interest and 2292 elements in the PML zones. We again used the PML
as NRBC with its parameters set to D = 10, β = 2 and σm = 2. We present computed
pressure field in intermediate times t = 90 (on the left side) and t = 180 (on the right
side) in Figure 9.14 and we plot pressure field in t = 270 (on the left side) and cut through
solution at y = 0 in time t = 270 (on the right side) in Figure 9.15. We observe very good
agreement between numerical and analytical solution. We can again state that no waves
reflect back to the computational domain of interest.
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Figure 9.14: Solution for pressure fluctuations

9.5 Duct acoustics
Duct acoustics is an important part of CAA widely used in industry. The flow is often in
one direction and the computational domain is bounded by walls in the other directions.
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Figure 9.15: Solution for pressure fluctuations and comparison with analytical solution

The problem we are going to present cannot be taken as benchmark problem, because
analytical solution is not known. On the other hand, to verify the implemented NRBC,
we can solve the same problem using a significantly larger computational domain, which
will be terminated by wall boundary condition. The domain is chosen to be sufficiently
large so that the reflections will not be enabled to reach our domain of interest. We may
then use this as reference solution for comparison with solution obtained by computation
on truncated domain using NRBCs.

Here we aim to solve a simple testing problem presented e.q. in [17] or [4]. Lets
assume uniform mean flow with Mx = 0.5 and My = 0 and the initial conditions in form
of acoustic Gaussian pulse

ρ′ = ε exp
(
−κr2

)
, u′ = v′ = 0, p′ = ε exp

(
−κr2

)
, (9.13)

where r2 = (x + 50)2 + y2, the amplitude of the pulse is ε = 1 and κ = ln 2
b2
, where b = 2

is the the half–width of this pulse.
Our computational domain will be rectangular domain Ω = [−100, 100] × [−50, 50]

bounded by walls located at y = ±50. The parts of boundary at x = ±100 will be
modelled with. The computational domain, together with the initial conditions, is shown
in Figure 9.16.
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Figure 9.16: Domain and initial acoustic pulse
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We will solve this problem using element size parameter h = 3.00 (resulting in
K = 5984 elements in the actual domain of interest and 920 elements in the absorbing
zones) and N = 4 the degree of polynomial representing local solution within an element.
We will run the simulation until T = 300 to test the efficiency of the implemented NRBC.
This time PML was used again an the NRBC with parameters set to D = 15, β = 2 and
σm = 0.5. The black vertical lines represents place where PML zones start. We present
pressure field at times t = 30, t = 100, t = 180 and t = 270 in Figures 9.17–9.20.

Student Version of MATLAB

Figure 9.17: Pressure field at t = 30

Student Version of MATLAB

Figure 9.18: Pressure field at t = 100

Student Version of MATLAB

Figure 9.19: Pressure field at t = 180
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Student Version of MATLAB

Figure 9.20: Pressure field at t = 270

Furthermore, Figure 9.21 shows comparison with solution obtained using domain
[−325, 375] × [−50, 50] with order of approximation N = 6, which serves as a refer-
ence solution to validate the implemented NRBC. We compare the solution in point
(x, y) = (100, 0), which lies on the right boundary of the truncated domain, in time
interval [0, 300]. We observe good agreement.
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Figure 9.21: Comparison for pressure perturbations with reference solution in time

Although simulation until T = 300 was successful and all outgoing waves were well
attenuated, there were problems with rising instabilities on the walls in the PML zones
for t > 300 and no explanation was these problems was found.
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10 Introduction to 3D
Throughout the thesis, we have only dealt with 1D and 2D applications, which was our
former goal. The solved problems did not require large meshes with high number of
elements, which enabled quite efficient simulations. As already stated, the codes were
tested in MATLAB environment. We then decided to try some 3D simulations. The
DGM can be naturally extended to full 3D case as shown in [13]. We again tested the
algorithm for simple advection equation. As expected, the number of elements in the
mesh noticeably increased and simulations took quite long time to complete. Therefore
we started looking for way how to improve efficiency of the code.

We shall first comment the code tested in MATLAB. The computation could divided
into two stages - first, local operators and grid information are preprocessed, then we
perform integration in time. From our experience, time integration takes most of the
total execution time. Therefore we looked into how to improve efficiency in this part of
code. It shall be noted that most involved operations are basic arithmetic operations with
matrices and that these operations are parallelized internally in MATLAB. In other words,
when e.g. adding two very large matrices, MATLAB uses full processor power to perform
the operation. Therefore, in our opinion, the only way how to improve efficiency using
MATLAB is distributed computing, which requires costly license for MATLAB server. So
we turned our attention to other programming languages and our final choice was C++.

We kept in mind that if we want to compete with MATLAB, we have to get efficient
tools for matrix operations. There are many available libraries for matrix calculus. We
have found one such math library for C++ with capabilities to handle matrix operations
similarly to MATLAB, namely Armadillo, [27], developed at NICTA. Capabilities and effi-
ciency of this library can be further extended by libraries like BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra
Subroutines) and LAPACK (Linear Algebra Package), which are also used in MATLAB.
We have used the reference LAPACK implementation from Netlib and OpenBLAS due
to its built-in multi-threading capabilities, [23]. Another option would be to use the Intel
MKL (Math Kernel Library), which, compared to OpenBLAS, is not free, but may offer
even higher performance. Using this setup, we rewrote the code to C++ and faced that
the computations were 2–3-times faster for large meshes. This might be caused by the
very efficient element access within a matrix, which Armadillo is very proud of. Thanks
to OpenBLAS, the arithmetic operations with matrices are carried out in parallel way
internally, just like in MATLAB.

As for 3D simulations, we first decided to solve the simple advection equation, because
it is easy to verify the correctness of the results. Later we extended the code to simple
aeroacoustic problem, namely propagation of acoustic pulse introduced in Section 9.1,
this time in 3D. To this end, we prescribe the following initial conditions at t = 0

ρ′ = ε exp
(
−κr2

)
, u′ = v′ = w′ = 0, p′ = ε exp

(
−κr2

)
, (10.1)

where r2 = x2 + y2, i.e. pulse is located in the origin. Furthermore we prescribe the
amplitude ε = 1 and κ = ln 2

b2
, where b = 2 is the the half–width of this pulse. We again

consider medium at rest, i.e. Mx = My = 0.
In this case, we did not aim to verify any boundary conditions, as we were only inter-

ested in acoustic wave propagation itself. We used computational domain Ω = [−20, 20]3,
where the boundary has been treated with wall boundary condition to ensure stability.
In Gmsh we used mesh size parameter h = 2.00 with further mesh optimization (Netgen
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version), which resulted in K = 31485 elements. Furthermore we used N = 4 the order
of local approximation. We let the simulation run until T = 10 so that the wave would
not reach the boundary. To visualize the results, we decided to compute cuts at x = 0,
y = 0 and z = 0 and plot these cuts in 3D. We present these results in Figure 10.1.

Figure 10.1: Pressure perturbations

10.1 Distributed computing in C++
As we have already discussed, we rewrote our code to C++ programming language using
efficient library for matrix operations coupled with other libraries to enhance performance
for operations with matrices. We then wanted to go one step further. As already stated,
there is possibility of distributed computing in MATLAB, i.e. using more computers
(processors) to perform the computation and share data between each other as needed.
In general, this is achieved by using MPI (Message Passing Interface), which is a tool
to share information between program processes running on a cluster. There are many
implementations including paid ones from companies like Intel as well as free alternatives,
e.g. MPICH or OpenMPI. We have chosen MPICH as it is more often used on clusters
running on Linux operating system. There are essentially no important changes to the
code. The only difference is that each process has certain part of the computational do-
main to take care of (we will refer to this part of the domain as partition) and there is
need to exchange data along interfaces between partitions prior to evaluating the numer-
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ical fluxes. The important thing is that most of the nodes within a partition have their
neighbours in the same partitions, i.e. the data transfer is not very intensive. Figure 10.2
shows computational domain divided into four partitions in 2D.

Figure 10.2: Partitions of computational domain

Sharing information between processes is done using MPI function MPI_Sendrecv,
which is used to send and receive data simultaneously. It can be conveniently used in sit-
uation when processes mutually exchange data. We also used MPI function MPI_Barrier,
which ensures that all processes are synchronized at this point. This way we eanted to
make sure that all processes are ready to share necessary data with their neighbours.
Besides that, we have to check if individual boundary conditions are necessary to apply
within each partition.

To test our MPI implementation, we have tried to solve advection equation in 2D,
where visualization of the results is easy and simple formula for exact solution is given as
we have see in Chapter 6. We verified that the code based on MPI gave the same result
as the former code without explicit parallelization.
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11 Conclusion
We presented the DGM for solving acoustic problems in this thesis. This method was
chosen due to its very tempting features such as ability to deal with complex geome-
tries (similarly to FVM and FEM) and high-order potential. We started with derivation
of LEEs as the equations we used to describe the sound propagation phenomena. We
obtained hyperbolic system of PDE1. We have therefore paid our attention to possible
spatial discretization methods and introduced the DGM as suitable method due to its
properties. We coupled this method with explicit RKM to carry out the time discretiza-
tion. Consequently we presented advection equation as simple testing problem to verify
effectiveness of the proposed method. We obtained very good results in both 1D and 2D.
Optimal convergence rates were reached in both cases.

Our primary objective was to test the DGM for aeroacoustics in 2D. As stated in the
thesis, codes were tested in MATLAB environment. In 1D and 2D, the code was efficient
enough to perform the needed simulations. We then rewrote the code to C++ using
Armadillo matrix library and OpenBLAS and LAPACK libraries to carry out matrix op-
erations effectively. This lead to noticeable speed up. We then also tried to implement
the code in parallel way, i.e. using MPI to distribute the computation over more com-
puters. Unfortunately, we did not have access to computational cluster. Therefore we
only performed tests on a single computer, where we overloaded the processor with more
assigned processes. This was done using our desktop computer with Intel i5 Core pro-
cessor running Ubuntu 14.04 LTS operating system with MPICH installed. These tests
were successful, as the obtained results were the same as using the original codes with no
explicit computation parallelization.

We have tested the introduced method using couple of benchmark problems designed
for aeroacoustics. Good agreement with the available analytical solutions were obtained in
all cases. One of the matters that should be studied more carefully are the non-reflecting
boundary conditions. We have tried basic characteristic-based NRBCs, those based on
grid stretching or damping functions and also the PML technique in our experiments.
Although the PML technique seems superior in terms of accuracy (no spurious reflections
back into the computational domain were experienced in most simulations), unbounded
growing solutions were experienced in some rare case. The reasons for this bad behaviour
of this particular NRBC were unfortunately not found. We therefore propose to further
study effect of individual parameters of PML on its performance.

Another issue that should be studied is extension of the algorithm to general cases of
mean flow. All problems solved in this thesis only assumed uniform mean flow, i.e. the
values describing mean state we constant in space. In real applications, mean flow is often
not uniform and some care must be taken as shown in [13], as the presented algorithm
cannot be used for problems with variable coefficients with no changes applied.
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List of abbrevations and symbols
APEs acoustic perturbation equations

BC boundary condition

CAA computational aeroacoustics

CFD computational fluid dynamics

DGM discontinuous Galerkin method

EEs Euler equations

FEM finite element method

FVM finite volume method

IVP initial value problem

IVBP initial value boundary problem

LEEs linearized Euler equations

LGL Legendre-Gauss-Lobatto

MPI Message Passing Interface

ODEn ordinary differential equation of order n

NRBC non-reflecting boundary condition

NSEs Navier-Stokes equations

PDEn partial differential equation of order n

PML Perfectly Matcher Layer

RKM Runge-Kutta method
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A Prerequisites
We would like to present couple of topics related to the introduced DGM or other parts
of this thesis.

A.1 Matrix diagonalization
Lets consider a square matrix A of order n. We say that matrix A is diagonalizable, if
there exists an invertible matrix T of order n, such that

A = TDT−1, (A.1)

where D is a diagonal matrix of order n, D = diag{(λ1, . . . , λn)}, where λj ∈ C,
j = 1, . . . , n. If we rewrite matrix T as

T = (x1, . . . ,xn),

where x1, . . . ,xn denote columns of matrix T, and realize that

A = TDT−1 ⇔ AT = TD,

we can see that we can understand this as n eigenvalue problems

Axj = λjxj, j = 1, . . . , n.

Therefore the entries of matrix D are actually eigenvalues of matrix A and columns of
matrix T are the (right) eigenvectors.

A.2 Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization algorithm
We have a set of vectors v1, . . . ,vk we would like to orthonormalize, i.e. would like them
to satisfy

〈vi,vj〉 = δij,

where δij denotes the Kronecker delta defined as

δij =

{
1 for i = j
0 for i 6= j

, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k

and 〈u,v〉 denotes inner (dot) product on Euclidean space.
The first phase of the algorithm is the orthogonalization:

u1 = v1

u2 = v2 − proju1
(v2)

u3 = v3 − proju1
(v3)− proju2

(v3)

...

uk = vk −
k−1∑
j=1

projuj
(vk),
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where
proju(v) =

〈u,v〉
〈u,u〉u

denotes operator of orthogonal projection of vector v onto space spanned by u. We often
use u · v instead of 〈u,v〉. In case, when we work with functions instead of vectors, we
define dot product as follows

〈f, g〉[a,b] =

∫ b

a

f(x)g(x) dx.

This is only possible for f, g ∈ L2, i.e. for square-integrable functions, because L2 is the
only Lebesgue space equipped by dot product, i.e it is inner product space.

Now we have set of orthogonal vectors u1, . . . ,uk. Therefore we can pass to the second
phase, that is normalization. We get set of orthonormal vectors

e1 =
u1

‖u1‖
, . . . , ek =

uk
‖uk‖

,

where we use standard definition for norm of element u

‖u‖ =
√
〈u,u〉.

A.3 Jacobi polynomials

In the following, P (α,β)
n (x) will denote classical Jacobi polynomial of degree n, which is

solution to the singular Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problem

d

dx
(1− x2)w(x)

d

dx
P (α,β)
n (x) + n(n+ α + β + 1)w(x)P (α,β)

n (x) = 0

for x ∈ [−1, 1] and the weight function w(x) = (1 − x)α(1 + x)β. These polynomials are
orthogonal with respect to the weight function w(x) and are then normalized, so that we
get ∫ 1

−1
w(x)P

(α,β)
i (x)P

(α,β)
j (x) dx = δij.

An important property of the Jacobi polynomials is

d

dx
P (α,β)
n (x) =

√
n(n+ α + β + 1)P

(α+1,β+1)
n−1 (x).

It is also worth noting that some famous polynomials are special cases of Jacobi polyno-
mials, namely:

• Legendre polynomials for α = β = 0 and therefore w(x) = 1,

• Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind for α = β = 1
2
and

• Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind for α = β = −1
2
.
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There exists formula for calculating Jacobi polynomials, e.g. the Rodrigues formula,
but for evaluating the polynomials, it is easier to use the recurrence relation

an+1P
(α,β)
n+1 (x) = (x− bn)P (α,β)

n (x)− anP (α,β)
n−1 (x),

where the coefficients are

an =
2

2n+ α + β

√
n(n+ α + β)(n+ α)(n+ β)

(2n+ α + β − 1)(2n+ α + β + 1)

and
bn = − α2 − β2

(2n+ α + β)(2n+ α + β + 2)
.

The first two terms of the generated sequence are

P
(α,β)
0 (x) =

√
2−α−β−1

Γ(α + β + 2)

Γ(α + 1)Γ(β + 1)

and

P
(α,β)
1 (x) =

1

2
P

(α,β)
0 (x)

√
α + β + 3

(α + 1)(β + 1)
((α + β + 2)x+ (α− β)),

where Γ(x) is the classical Gamma function.
Jacobi polynomials are closely bounded to the famous Gaussian quadrature. The

general formula is ∫ 1

−1
w(x)f(x) dx ≈

N∑
i=1

wif(xi),

where (xi, wi) are the quadrature nodes and weights. It is well known that this integration
is exact for polynomials of degree 2N − 1. The nodes are exactly the roots of P (α+β)

N (x).
Finding the nodes and weights for integration can be done using several different algo-
rithms, with one of the more numerically stable being the Golub-Welsch algorithm, [13].

Nodes for Gaussian quadrature are often used for generating nodes for high-order
methods for solving PDEs. Mainly because of the fact that they allow well conditioned
interpolation. However it is useful not to use the basic quadrature nodes, but rather
Gauss-Lobbato nodes - these contain the edge points −1 and 1 as well. The inner Gauss-
Lobatto nodes are exactly the roots of P (α+1,β+1)

N−2 (x).
Once again, the simplest case is when w(x) = 1, that is when using Legendre poly-

nomials, denoted PN(x). For this special case and for basic Gaussian quadrature, we
have:

• nodes - roots of PN(x) and

• weights

wi =
2

(1− x2i )[P ′N(xi)]2
.

For Gauss-Lobatto quadrature based on Legendre polynomials we have:

• nodes - −1, roots of P ′N−1(x), 1 and
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• weights - w1 = wn = 2
n(n−1) and

wi =
2

n(n− 1)[PN−1(xi)]2
i = 2, . . . , n− 1

A.4 Lagrange interpolation
Lets consider we have a function y = f(x). But we are at a situation only having the
function sampled in n points x1, . . . , xn with values y1 = f(x1), . . . , yn = f(xn). We
want to express this unknown function as a polynomial. One approach is the Lagrange
interpolation polynomial. Lagrange interpolation polynomial is given as

L(x) =
n∑
i=1

yi`i(x),

where `i(x) are polynomials of degree n− 1, which are defined as

`i(x) =
n∏
j=1
j 6=i

x− xj
xi − xj

,

with property
`i(xj) = δij.

We will call the polynomials `1(x), . . . , `n(x) as fundamental Lagrange interpolation poly-
nomials. The resulting interpolation polynomial is therefore expressed as a linear combi-
nation of the fundamental polynomials and is also of degree n− 1.

As simple as Lagrange interpolation is, it has certain limitations. Let us recall the
famous Runge phenomena. The problem was to represent the Runge function f(x) =

1
1+25x2

by a polynomial. Analysis shows that this is impossible using an equidistant grid.
To formally describe how well the interpolation behaves, we shall define Lebesgue constant
as

Λ = max
x

n∑
i=1

|`i(x)|.

The greater the Lebesgue constant is, the poorer interpolation we get. It is well known
that when choosing e.g. the Chebyshev nodes for interpolation of the Runge function,
much better results are obtained.

A.5 Bessel functions
These functions, first defined by Daniel Bernoulli and later generalized by Friedrich Bessel,
are canonical solutions of the Bessel’s differential equation

x2
d2y

dx2
+ x

dy

dx
+ (x2 − α2)y = 0,

where α ∈ C is order of the Bessel function. The most important cases are, when α is
an integer.
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For us, these functions will be important as they appear in analytical solutions of
model problems of aeroacoustics. There are several variations of these functions. We will
need Bessel functions of the first and second kind. Bessel functions of the first kind are
finite for x = 0 if α is positive or an integer. These functions will be denoted Jα(x) and
can be expressed in terms of Maclaurin series (Taylor series for the center x = 0) as

Jα(x) =
(x

2

)α ∞∑
m=0

(−1)m

m! Γ(m+ α + 1)

(x
2

)2m
.

Figure A.1 shows the first three Bessel functions of the first kind, i.e. for α = 0, 1, 2.
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Figure A.1: Bessel functions of the first kind

Bessel functions of the second type are defined is similar manner as second linearly
independent solutions to the Bessel’s equation. We show the first three Bessel functions
of the second kind, i.e. for α = 0, 1, 2, in Figure A.2. Combination of Bessel functions
of the first and second type yields so called Hankel functions, which often play role in
expressions for analytical solutions (in our case for sound radiation from monopole source,
Section 9.4).
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Figure A.2: Bessel functions of the second kind
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B Mesh generation
Mesh generation is an important part of computation when solving PDEs with numerical
methods presented in this text. We require that the mesh generator provides us with two
arrays, namely P and E, describing points and elements in the mesh, respectively.

In 1D, situation is very simple as the mesh can be generated very easily without using
any special software for this purpose. For generating meshes in higher dimensions, one
possibility is open-source software Gmsh ([10], available at http://geuz.org/gmsh/).
The generated mesh is saved in Gmsh’s own output format, therefore we will have to
create a simple reader to extract the desired information from Gmsh’s output file. We
will consider following types of elements used to partition the computational domain:

• triangles in 2D and

• tetrahedrons in 3D.

This way, P will be array of type d×Nv and E array of type (d+ 1)×K, where d denotes
number of dimensions (2D or 3D case).

B.1 Mesh generation in 1D in MATLAB
As we already said, generating mesh in 1D is very simple. The following code is an
example of implementation in MATLAB environment generating equidistant grid on line
segment with desired number of elements.

function [P,E] = MeshGeneration1D(x_l,x_r,K)

% generates mesh for 1D dG-FEM method - given 2 points x_l and x_r,
% it creates mesh with given number of elements K

P = linspace(x_l,x_r,K + 1);
E = zeros(2,K);
for i = 1:n_elem

E(1,i) = i;
E(2,i) = i + 1;

end

end

Output for [P,E] = MeshGeneration1D(0,4,4) is

P = (0.0, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0), E =

(
1 2 3 4
2 3 4 5

)
.

B.2 Mesh generation in 2D using Gmsh
As already mentioned, Gmsh is one alternative how to generate meshes in higher di-
mensions. The created mesh can be saved in various formats supported by Gmsh, but
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we will use the Gmsh’s native format, which is *.msh file format. Lets consider a very
simple mesh for demonstration. We would like to partition the computational domain
Ω = [0, 4] × [0, 4] into four elements. The output file containing information about the
generated mesh looks like this.

$MeshFormat
2.2 0 8
$EndMeshFormat
$Nodes
5
1 0 0 0
2 4 0 0
3 4 4 0
4 0 4 0
5 2 2 0
$EndNodes
$Elements
12
1 15 2 0 1 1
2 15 2 0 2 2
3 15 2 0 3 3
4 15 2 0 4 4
5 1 2 0 1 1 2
6 1 2 0 2 2 3
7 1 2 0 3 3 4
8 1 2 0 4 4 1
9 2 2 0 6 2 5 1
10 2 2 0 6 1 5 4
11 2 2 0 6 2 3 5
12 2 2 0 6 3 4 5
$EndElements

For creating matrix P, section between $Nodes and $EndNodes is important. The first
line in this section is equal to Nv. In the first column we have numbers given to nodes
in the mesh and the following three columns contain x, y and z-coordinates, respectively.
When generating mesh in 2D, only x and y-coordinates will be needed.

Next we need to construct matrix E. Now we need to focus on section between
$Elements and $EndElements. Again, the first line says how many elements there are in
the generated mesh. But these are not elements in terms of FEM, these elements as un-
derstood by Gmsh, i.e. geometric entities like points, lines, surfaces and volumes. Again,
the first columns contain number given to each entity in the mesh. Second column serves
for storing ID of each entity. Each type of entity has its own ID (for more information,
see Gmsh manual). Important information for us at this moment is that triangles have
ID equal to 2. For our purposes, only the last three columns are important when creating
mesh in 2D, because triangles are defined by 3 vertices.

This is all that is needed to gather necessary information from the *.msh file. Imple-
mentation of this in MATLAB environment follows.
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function [P,E] = MshToMatlab2D(filename)

% parser to generate matrices containing information about mesh
% from gmsh output (*.msh)

% filename...path to the *.msh file

% P...matrix of coordinates of nodes in the mesh
% E...elements of the grid = triangles

fileID = fopen(filename,’r’);

fileline = fgetl(fileID);
% finding line with entry "$Nodes"
while ~strcmp(’$Nodes’,fileline)
fileline = fgetl(fileID);
end
% number of Nodes
n_p = fscanf(fileID,’%d’,1);
P = fscanf(fileID,’%d %f %f %f’,[4, n_p]);
P([1, 4],:) = [];

% finding line with entry "$Elements"
while ~strcmp(’$Elements’,fileline)
fileline = fgetl(fileID);
end
% number of Elements
n_e = fscanf(fileID,’%d’,1);
E = zeros(3,n_e);
elements = 1;
for i = 1:n_e
% reading first two numbers, the second denotes element type
data = fscanf(fileID,’%d %d’,2);

if data(2) == 2
% reading rest of the line - information about triangle
data = fscanf(fileID,’%d %d %d %d %d %d’,6);

E(:,elements) = data((end - 2):end);
elements = elements + 1;

else
% pmoving to next line
fgetl(fileID);
end
end
E(:,elements:end) = [];

fclose(fileID);
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end

Output of [P,E] = MshToMatlab2D(Advection2D_4elem.msh) is

P =

(
0 4 4 0 2
0 0 4 4 2

)
, E =

 2 1 2 3
5 5 3 4
1 4 5 5

 ,

while information about the mesh created by Gmsh for our simple example is stored in
Advection2D_4elem.msh. Figure B.1 shows this simple mesh with numbered points and
elements.
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34
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Figure B.1: Simple example of mesh in 2D

B.3 Notes on mesh quality in 2D
In this section, we will show our findings related to mesh quality. When carrying out
convergence analysis in case of advection equation in 2D, we were not able to obtain ideal
convergence rates for higher orders of approximation - the Lax-Friedrichs numerical flux
in case of scalar linear problem is in fact upwind flux and one should therefore obtain
convergence rate N + 1. So the natural idea was that this could be related to the mesh
being used for computation.

When we looked into documentation of Gmsh, we found out that three algorithms are
available for mesh generation in 2D, namely Delaunay, MeshAdapt and Frontal. These al-
gorithms differ in capabilities of dealing with curved boundaries as well as in performance
and resulting elements quality. For our testing problem, Gmsh used Delaunay algorithm
by default. We decided to compare these three algorithms with Gambit mesh generator
included in FLUENT software. Gambit was used to generate meshes used in codes dis-
tributed freely as support for [13]. We therefore took the same domain [−1, 1] × [−1, 1]
(used for solving Maxwell equations in 2D in [13]) and meshed this domain using all three
algorithms from Gmsh.

When talking about mesh quality, we have to define shape quality parameter for an
element. There are various way how define this parameter for a triangle in literature. We
have used the one mentioned in [10], which is defined as

γk =
4 sinα sin β sin γ

sinα + sin β + sin γ
,
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where α, β and γ are the inner angles of the kth-triangle. This parameter ranges from 0
to 1, where equilateral triangle is assigned value 1 and flat triangle value 0. We have then
computed this quality parameter for all triangles in the resulting mesh.

Second parameter we watched was the edge length. When specifying element size in
Gmsh, we actually prescribe length of edges, as Gmsh first meshes 1D entities and then
performs 2D meshing (and eventually 3D meshing in case of 3D domain). Therefore we
also computed length of all edges in the generated mesh. We then plotted histograms
for both these parameters. For ideal mesh, we would expect a very high percentage of
elements having high values of quality parameter as well as having length of edges close
to the prescribed element size.

In Figures B.2–B.5 we show the generated mesh and histogram of element quality
parameter as described above. We do not plot histogram of edge length, as we can see
from the plotted mesh whether the mesh contains elements of approximately same size or
not.
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Figure B.2: Gmsh mesh generator - Delaunay algorithm
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Figure B.3: Gmsh mesh generator - MeshAdapt algorithm
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Figure B.4: Gmsh mesh generator - Frontal algorithm
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Figure B.5: Gambit mesh generator

Based on presented results, we can state that Gambit produces meshes of the highest
quality. For the very fine mesh we show, this algorithm produces mesh with highest per-
centage of high quality elements and the edges have also correct lengths (when compared
to Delaunay and MeshAdapt algorithms), while keeping the mesh unstructured. We also
observe that Frontal algorithm produces fairly structured mesh.
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C Algorithm demonstration
In this part, we would like to demonstrate how the algorithms developed in Chapters 3
and 4 work. We will try to show how the bases actually look like when written explicitly
as polynomials instead of just plotting them (this will only be possible in 1D). We will also
present the local operators and, eventually, show how one puts the grid together. For this
purpose, we will consider a moderate value of N and a very simple mesh in both 1D and
2D. Our effort here is to make it easier to understand, how individual arrays constructed
throughout the algorithm look like, as this may not always be clear when defining these
arrays. Let us first start with an overview of all variables used in the algorithms with
their respective sizes.

C.1 Variables overview
We list all the important variables used in the program to make it easier for the reader to
read the parts of codes shown in this work as well as the programs included on the CD.
The main variables are:

• N - scalar - order of local approximation

• Np - scalar - number of nodes within each element

• Nfp - scalar - number of nodes on a face

• Nfaces - scalar - number of faces of element

• Nv - scalar - number of vertices defining elements of the computational grid

• K - scalar - number of elements in the computational grid

• r, s, t - 1×Np - local coordinates within the reference element

• V - Np ×Np - local Vandermonde matrix within the reference element

• invV - Np ×Np - inverse of local Vandermonde matrix within the reference element

• M - Np ×Np - local mass matrix within the reference element

• invM - Np ×Np - inverse of local mass matrix within the reference element

• Vr, Vs, Vt - Np × Np - local Vandermonde matrices for differentiated modal base
functions

• Dr, Ds, Dt - Np ×Np - local differentiation matrices

• x, y, z - Np ×K - physical coordinates of all nodes

• rx, ry, rz, ss, sy, sz, tx, tyx, tz - Np ×K - metrics of affine mapping

• J - Np ×K - Jacobians of affine mapping

• Fmask - Nfp ×Nfaces - access to nodes located on faces
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• Fx, Fy, Fz - NfacesNfp ×K - physical coordinates of all nodes on faces

• LIFT - Np ×NfacesNfp - operator for surface integrals

• nx, ny, nz - NfacesNfp ×K - x-, y- and z-components of outward normals to faces

• surfJ - NfacesNfp ×K - surface Jacobians

• Fscale - NfacesNfp ×K - quotient of surfJ and J at points on faces

• EtoE - K × 3 - element-to-element connectivity

• EtoF - K × 3 - element-to-face connectivity

• mapM, mapP, vmapM, vmapP - KNfacesNfp · 1 - access to nodes lying on faces

• mapB, vmapB - vectors of variable length - access to nodes lying on physical bound-
ary

C.2 Algorithm demonstration in 1D
Lets start with algorithm in 1D. First thing we would like to show is the orthonormal
basis for modal representation. We have generated the normalized Legendre polynomials
using the already mentioned recurrence relation. For N = 4 we have

P̃0(r) = 0.707107

P̃1(r) = 1.224745r

P̃2(r) = 2.371708r2 − 0.790569

P̃3(r) = 4.677072r3 − 2.806243r

P̃4(r) = 9.280777r4 − 7.954951r2 + 0.795495

Let us remind, that this basis was identified using the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization
algorithm (see Appendix A). Therefore we built the simple monomial basis leading to
poorly conditioned operators

ϕ1(r) = 1

ϕ2(r) = r

ϕ3(r) = r2

ϕ4(r) = r3

ϕ5(r) = r4

and used the orthonormalization algorithm to get

ψ1(r) = 0.707107

ψ2(r) = 1.224745r

ψ3(r) = 2.371708r2 − 0.790569

ψ4(r) = 4.677072r3 − 2.806243r

ψ5(r) = 9.280777r4 − 7.954951r2 + 0.795495
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Indeed the orthonormalized simple monomial basis is the set of normalized Legendre
polynomials. Our next step was to find points minimizing the Lebesgue constant. These
points were the LGL nodes. Choosing N = 4 means that number of points in each element
is Np = N + 1 = 5 (also number of elements in the polynomial bases). In this case the
LGL nodes are

r = −1.000000 −0.654654 0.000000 0.654654 1.000000

Having both orthonormal basis and optimal nodes, we could construct the Vandermonde
matrix. In our example, this matrix is

V =

0.707107 −1.224745 1.581139 −1.870829 2.121320
0.707107 −0.801784 0.225877 0.524891 −0.909137
0.707107 0.000000 −0.790569 0.000000 0.795495
0.707107 0.801784 0.225877 −0.524891 −0.909137
0.707107 1.224745 1.581139 1.870829 2.121320

The Vandermonde matrix enables us to transform between both representations. This
will be extremely useful in higher dimensions. In 1D, situation is simpler, because the
nodal basis can be generated directly (known as fundamental Lagrange polynomials) or
using the Vandermonde matrix. Using the method involving the Vandermonde matrix,
we get

`1(r) = 0.875000r4 − 0.875000r3 − 0.375000r2 + 0.375000r

`2(r) = −2.041667r4 + 1.336585r3 + 2.041667r2 − 1.336585r

`3(r) = 2.333333r4 − 3.333333r2 + 1.000000

`4(r) = −2.041667r4 − 1.336585r3 + 2.041667r2 + 1.336585r

`5(r) = 0.875000r4 + 0.875000r3 − 0.375000r2 − 0.375000r

while using the formula for Lagrange polynomials and nodes r, we get

l1(r) = 0.875000r4 − 0.875000r3 − 0.375000r2 + 0.375000r

l2(r) = −2.041667r4 + 1.336585r3 + 2.041667r2 − 1.336585r

l3(r) = 2.333333r4 − 3.333333r2 + 1.000000

l4(r) = −2.041667r4 − 1.336585r3 + 2.041667r2 + 1.336585r

l5(r) = 0.875000r4 + 0.875000r3 − 0.375000r2 − 0.375000r

We see that the nodal basis is indeed the set of fundamental Lagrange polynomials.
Now we can move to the local operators described in Section 3.3. First we explained

how one effectively computes the mass matrix, M, defined on the reference element I. For
our choice N = 4 we get

M =

0.088889 0.025926 −0.029630 0.025926 −0.011111
0.025926 0.483951 0.069136 −0.060494 0.025926
−0.029630 0.069136 0.632099 0.069136 −0.029630

0.025926 −0.060494 0.069136 0.483951 0.025926
−0.011111 0.025926 −0.029630 0.025926 0.088889
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Next we introduced the differentiation matrix, Dr, which we will favour instead of the
stiffness matrix. In our example we have

Dr =

−5.000000 6.756502 −2.666667 1.410164 −0.500000
−1.240990 −0.000000 1.745743 −0.763763 0.259010

0.375000 −1.336585 0.000000 1.336585 −0.375000
−0.259010 0.763763 −1.745743 −0.000000 1.240990

0.500000 −1.410164 2.666667 −6.756502 5.000000

The last local operator described is the one used for integrals along boundaries of elements.
We get

LIFT =

12.500000 2.500000
−1.071429 −1.071429

0.937500 0.937500
−1.071429 −1.071429

2.500000 12.500000

Our next step was to build the global grid. For this simple demonstration, we choose
Ω = [0, 3], which we will partition into K = 3 elements. As mentioned in Section 3.4,
information about the mesh is stored in P and E. For this purpose we have chosen

P = 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 , E =
1 2 3
2 3 4

Using the already generated LGL nodes, one can compute coordinates of all points in the
global grid. Therefore we have

x =

0.000000 1.000000 2.000000
0.172673 1.172673 2.172673
0.500000 1.500000 2.500000
0.827327 1.827327 2.827327
1.000000 2.000000 3.000000

Next we compute the grid metrics to get

J =

0.500000 0.500000 0.500000
0.500000 0.500000 0.500000
0.500000 0.500000 0.500000
0.500000 0.500000 0.500000
0.500000 0.500000 0.500000

and the inverse Jacobians

rx =

2.000000 2.000000 2.000000
2.000000 2.000000 2.000000
2.000000 2.000000 2.000000
2.000000 2.000000 2.000000
2.000000 2.000000 2.000000

Next we wanted to have tool to access nodes located on the interfaces. For this purpose
we constructed

Fmask = 1 5
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which is understood that local numbers of nodes on interfaces are 1 and Np. Using this
“mask”, we can extract coordinates of nodes on faces

Fx =
0.000000 1.000000 2.000000
1.000000 2.000000 3.000000

Our next goal was to know outward unit normals in points on faces. In 1D this task is
easy and one gets

nx =
−1.0 −1.0 −1.0

1.0 1.0 1.0

For later purposes, it is useful to know inverse Jacobians in nodes on faces. Therefore we
extract this information from rx at those points to get

Fscale =
2.000000 2.000000 2.000000
2.000000 2.000000 2.000000

Next we wanted to find out how the grid is actually connected. This information is stored
in EtoE and EtoF. We will show all the arrays which are necessary to get to this final
information. First we constructed

FtoV =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

which was used to compute

(FtoV)(FtoV)′ =

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

Note the ones on the diagonal. As we said, this means the self-connection of faces, so we
shall remove these to get the final matrix telling us how the globally numbered faces are
connected

FtoF =

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

Here we can see that the first and the last row are full of zeros, i.e. they are not connected
to any other face. This corresponds with the situation, that these faces are the end-points
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of the considered interval Ω. Now we have everything needed to construct the final two
arrays to describe the connections in the final grid:

EtoE =
1 2
1 3
2 3

and

EtoF =
1 1
2 1
2 2

Interpretation of the last two arrays is as follows: e.g. element 1 doesn’t connect to any
other element by its first face and connects to first face of element 2 by its second face. If
we choose element 2, it is connected to second face of element 1 by its first face and to first
face of element 3 by its second edge etc. Identifying the connections between elements
in the global grid, we are now left to identify how the nodes on faces are connected and
eventually which of the points on faces are the boundary points. By using the function
written for this, we get

vmapM = 1 5 6 10 11 15

and
vmapP = 1 6 5 11 10 15

Using these two vectors, we retrieve the final piece of information about grid, which is
the boundary. Nodes on the boundary are:

mapB = 1 6

in the local numbering (i.e. only nodes on faces numbered) and using this vector, we get

vmapB = 1 15

in the global numbering (i.e. all the nodes in the grid taken into account).

C.3 Algorithm demonstration in 2D
In this section, we will again demonstrate all the important arrays and vectors computed
prior solving a particular problem by the DGM. We will not include all the computed
arrays becaus, these arrays are significantly larger in 2D and we would have to use low
number of decimal places when displaying these arrays. We will only introduce important
differences in contrast to 1D case, instead.

We will start with generation of nodes within the reference triangle T and we choose
N = 3. We get the (x, y)-coordinates in the equilateral triangle as

x = −1.00 −0.45 0.45 1.00 −0.72 −0.00 0.72 −0.28 0.28 0.00

and

y = −0.58 −0.58 −0.58 −0.58 −0.10 −0.00 −0.10 0.68 0.68 1.15
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After transformation to the reference triangle, we get

r = −1.00 −0.45 0.45 1.00 −1.00 −0.33 0.45 −1.00 −0.45 −1.00

and

s = −1.00 −1.00 −1.00 −1.00 −0.45 −0.33 −0.45 0.45 0.45 1.00

Using the modal basis introduced in Chapter 4 and the above shown nodes, we could
construct the Vandermonde matrix as in 1D.

The following task were the local operators. These are computed in the same manner
as in 1D using the Vandermonde matrix.

Our next step was to build the global grid. For this simple demonstration, we choose
Ω = [0, 4] × [0, 4], which we will partition into K = 4 elements. This is the simple mesh
we used in Section B.2 for demonstration of working with Gmsh. We have

P =
0 4 4 0 2
0 0 4 4 2

, E =
2 1 2 3
5 5 3 4
1 4 5 5

Having this basic information about the mesh, we could compute physical coordinates
of all points in the final grid. Next we would compute metrics of the affine mappings
connecting general triangles with the reference triangle T. Our next wish was to access
nodes along edges in simple way. To this end, we constructed array

Fmask =

1 4 1
2 7 5
3 9 8
4 10 10

Using this array, we could extract physical coordinates of all points along edges. After
that, outward normals to edges can be initialized. We then wanted to find out how the grid
is actually connected. This information is stored in arrays EtoE and EtoF. We will show
all the arrays which are necessary to get to this final information. First we constructed

FtoV =

0 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 1
1 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 1
1 0 0 1 0
0 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 1
0 1 0 0 1
0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1
0 0 1 0 1
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which was used to compute

(FtoV)(FtoV)′ =

2 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1
1 2 1 2 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
1 1 2 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
1 2 1 2 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
1 1 0 1 2 1 0 1 1 1 2 1
0 1 1 1 1 2 0 0 0 1 1 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 0 1
1 1 0 1 1 0 1 2 1 1 1 2
2 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 2 1 1
1 1 0 1 2 1 0 1 1 1 2 1
1 1 0 1 1 0 1 2 1 1 1 2

Note the twos on the diagonal. As we said, this means the self-connection of faces, so we
shall remove these to get the final matrix telling us how the globally numbered faces are
connected

FtoF =

0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1
1 0 1 2 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
1 2 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 2 1
0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1
1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 2
2 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1
1 1 0 1 2 1 0 1 1 1 0 1
1 1 0 1 1 0 1 2 1 1 1 0

Now we have everything needed to construct the final two arrays to described the con-
nections in the mesh:

EtoE =

3 2 1
1 4 2
3 4 1
4 2 3

and

EtoF =

3 1 3
2 2 3
1 3 1
1 2 2

Interpretation is as follows: the first element connects to third face of element 3 by its
first face, to first face of element 2 by its second face and doesn’t connect to any other
element by its third face, i.e. the third face of element 1 is part of the physical boundary.
We could then finally compute the vertex maps mapM etc. and identify the nodes located
on the physical boundary.
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